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THE NATURE AND PROBLEMS OF POI^TER IN THE REPRESENTATION OF

MARIA GOSTREY

ÏNTRODUCTTON

I^Ihen Lambert Strether gazes across the lavm in the garden of Ehe fnn

in ChesLer he sees Maria Gostrey "drawing on a pair of singularly fresh

soft and elastic light gloves and presenting herself wiLh a superficial

readiness"(59); the effect of the vision strikes him as being of ,,a

quality quite new"(59), and he feels her power. The narrator explains the

effecE: "nothing could have been odder Ehan Strether's sense of himself as

at that momenL launched in something of which the sense would be quite

disconnected from the sense of his past and which was literally beginning

there and then"(59). The narrator's description of StreEher's impressions

of Maria as she sÈands waiE.ing for him in Ehe garden appears to reveal the

sexual aspect of Maria's power: Al E.he same time it reveals Ehe complexiEy

inherent. in isolating and describing this por"ler. The very nature of

Maria's power becomes problemat.ic when vre atEempr Eo simplify or point, out

exactly what iE is thaL produces such a strong effecE in Strether. There

is a distinct sexual component to Maria's power, buE it appears thaE. Ehe

narraEor's pressure on the effecüs of her power to "disconnect Strether

from Ehe sense of his past"(:9) argues for or suggest,s a subtler and more

complex poT¿¡er.

A closer look at Strether's Ehoughts during this scene may shed

lighc on E.he problem arising from his response to Maria's behavior. He

1
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sees as he reflects, that "she had, this lady, a perfect plain proprieLy,

an expensive subdued suit.abilit.y"(59) r¿hich appears "as a quality quite

ne$t t.o him"(59). The impact of Strether's conclusion manifests itself in

his behaviour as he pretends Eo feel for something in his overcoat. The

hesitancy observed at t.his point as "an impulse to gain time"(59) may be

an attempt to compose himself for wþat. he thinks is an impending

adventure. For although St.rether is sophisticated in the North American

sense, he knor.¡s less abouE. European r^7omen. It i s the narrator' s

influenrial commenEary here which seems to suggest that Maria's power may

emerge as more importanE. to Strether than a mere momentary sexual

dalliance. The narralor impresses upon Ehe reader Ehe impact of Maria's

poT¡ter upon St.rether. He describes t.he effect as a strong sense that this

I¡roman promised something quite new, as StreLher feels himself "launched in

something of r^¡hich the sense r¿ould be quite disconnected from the sense of

his past"(59). The effect may arise from Strether's recognition that if

he is Eo deal effecLively r¿ith the substance of his mission--the

extrication of Chad from Lhe arms of a'bad European \.roman'--he would do

v¡ell to prepare himself. Maria appears Eo be just the person to help him

in his quest for EhaE. knowledge.

Frorn the narrator's comments, the reader presumes thaL it is the

polter that this r^loman exudes which prompEs StreEher to consider "the

elements of Appearance" as "precisely a maEter as to r¿hich help \"ras

supposed to come from r¿hat he r^7as about to do"(59). This implies a

recognition thaE. this qroman may be useful to him in his mission. As a

player in a game, strether sees that in t.his woman "$ras jusc rhe air...of

having seen and chosen, t.he air of achieved possession of those vague
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qualities and quantities Ehat collectively figured to him as Ehe advantage

snatched from lucky chances"(59). ClearIy, Maria is able to help Strether

Ehrough the social and moral maze Ehat Europe seems. When Strether sums

up his impression of Maria as "more Ehoroughly civilized"(59) he is

terling us of an important faceL of her po\rer v¡hich produces the

subsequent int.ensiry of his response. Maria's being "more civilized"

enforces the idea that she is sophisticaEed and worldly-wise. Thi s

ímpression, emanating from the narrator's descripEion of St.rether's

Ehoughts, endows her with attributes beyond mere sex appeal, suggesting

that, Maria is cultured, knowledgeable in Ehe manners of society and

experienced in Ehe ways of the r¿orld. Strether's recognition of t.hese

qualities presents a deeper dimension of her po\4rer. clearry, Maria's

por¡rer is generat,ed from tlro principal sources: on Ehe one hand, it

appears to spring from her abj-lity Eo aE.tract Ehe hero through her

physical appeal; on Ehe other hand, it seems to frow from an inner

complexity recognized by the hero. She conveys an air of sophisticaÈion

and knowledge about the moral and social environment of Europe. Since t,he

impression and sense of Maria's polrer is conveyed through SEreEher's

reponses, and since he is always on stage, the reader must rely on these

responses to undersLand the dimensions of this elusive quality. At the

same time the reader must consider the hero's superior capacity and the

influence of che "curiosity in his indif?erence and Èhe detachment in his

zeaL"(S6) ttrat colors his thoughts and responses. His open scepticism, as

well as his playful and discriminating inEelligence are always present and

musE be taken into account.

For strether, Èhis representative of Puritan America, Maria's appeal
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depends, at first, on appearances, but soon shifts to the significance of

her being an American and an apparent acquaintance of t-Iaymarsh: ',¡he

amusemenE, at all events, of a civilization intenser rÀras what--familiar

compatriot as she ltas, with Ehe ful1 tone of Ehe cornpatriot and the

rattling link noE with mystery buÈ only with dear dyspepEic Waymarsh--she

appeared distincrly Lo promise" (60). Stret.her's ruminaLions reveal Ehen

that Maria's sexual appeal is not the only thing responsible for creat.ing

the powerful effect in St.rether. Her appeal for Strether is enhanced by

her being a compatriot. This fact allows SErether momentarily Eo suspend

his scruples about the European femme du monde, and accept her offers of

help. On the other hand, Ehe exciLing mystery Ehat such a Ì¡/oman mighg

generat.e is diluted by Maria's apparent link to l,Jaymarsh. Maria's or,m

tendency to grasp opporLunity aggressively, by deceit if necessary,

presenEs yet another facet of her por¡¡er. Furthermore, the difficulty in
describing the source of Maria's power'seems relaEed to the varied and

conlradicEory elements thaE give this charact.er a humaniEy and a roundness

that produces t.he impression of "felt life" which James so valued in his

novels.

The introduction of Maria earLy in Ehe novel as a po!¡erful influence

on the hero adds to t.he problem of defining the source of her povTer. By

declaring her to be his "most unmit.igated and abandoned of ficelles"
(Veeder, 372; Preface to The Ambassadors) James leads us to believe t.hat.

she is a mere exposiEory device; one of Ehose certain elements which "are

only of the form that belongs to iË [the work] but indirecEly', (Veeder,

296:. Preface to The portrait of A Lady). His metaphor of the coach in
which the ficelles are described as "but v¡heels to Ehe coach; neither
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belongs Eo Ehe body of that vehicle, nor is for a moment accommodated vriEh

a seaE insider" (Veeder,296; Preface to PorErait of a Ladlz), may apply

Eo Miss Stackpole and I,Jaymarsh, but I believe iE does not apply to Miss

Gostrey. Maria's character initially takes charge of the situation in the

novel and appears to overwhelm the hero. She may be the "reader's friend"

(Veeder, 372; Preface Eo The Ambassadors) but the effect of her po!¡er on

StreËher, parE.icularly aE. the outset, and to a lesser degree as the novel

progresses, suggests she may also be an agent for change as she interpret.s

and analyzes for him the confusing social and moral landscape of Europe.

Maria seems to be more than Ehe "light ficelle not of the true

agent" (Veeder , 296; Preface to Portrait of a Lady). She cerLainly

appears at Ehe beginning of the novel through to Book Sixth, after her

flight Eo Mentone, to be a character of importance. She, in fact,

characterizes herself as an ambassador and as "an agenE for

repatriat.ion"(78)rin sharp reflection of E.he novel's title. In her

relaEionship r¡ith Strether, Maria's role is to help him recognize his

false position and help him to see and learn. James appears to be aware

of her poller r¿hen he admits thaE Ehe author has Eo work hard to keep the

ficelle frorn appearing Eo be an agent: 
-"this 

figure doubLless achieves,

after a fashion, something of the dignity of a prime idea" (veeder, 373;

Preface Eo The Ambassadors). Maria, it seems, is a prime id.ea when she

becomes too strong, and James contrives to rein her in by removing her

from the scene in the flight to Mentone.

The possibility of Maria acting as an agent for change complicates

the definition of the source of her po!/er. She acts in the important role
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of a character r^¡ho mediaEes bet!¡een the moral standards of New England

Puritanism and those of sophisticated Eu-rope. In Ehis capacity Maria can

exert pressure and illuminate aspecEs from both worlds to broaden

Strether's understanding r¿iEhouE his having Eo forf eit his or¡7n moral

scheme. Maria' s po\.rer lo bring out Ehe f acts that surround both Mrs .

Newsome and Marie de Vionnet fu1fills James's commitment Eo illuminate the

effect of power on the moral fabric of society. Maria exerts her power on

Strether to help him see the false position wiEh r,¡hich he enters Europe.

She performs her role as guide to Strether r¡ho presents "himself at the

gate of thaL boundless menagerie primed wit.h a moral scheme of the most

approved pattern which vras yet framed Eo break dom on any approach Eo

vivid facÈs; thaE is to any at all liberal appreciation of them" (veeder,

367; Preface to The Ambassadors). IE. is- her task to guide Strether to an

examination of his or.rn moral values in the face of the vivid facts he

encounters in Europe. How she exerE.s her power on the hero and influences

his development t.or¿ard this knov¡ledge contribuEes to the moral sense of

the novel.

Even though James would have the reader believe that Maria is merely

a narrative device relaLed to the manner of presentation, f conLend Ehat

Maria's iniEial influence has a great deal more Eo do Lrith the,,matter', of

James's "subject" as an agent for change in Strether's developmenE than

James admits. In addition, I believe she funcE,ions Eo illuminate the moral

norm in the novel. James explains in The Preface Eo The Ambassadors Ehe

motive Èhat generat.es the expressional needs of his art:

To culEivate an adequate interligence for Ehem Iexpressions]

and to make Ehat sense operative is positively to find a charm
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in any produced ambiguity of appearance that is no! by the

same stroke, and all helplessly, an ambiguity of sense. To

project imaginat.ively, for my hero, a relation Ehat has

nothing Eo do with the matter (rhe matter of my subject) but

has everyLhing to do wiEh the manner (rtre manner of my

presentation of the same) .and yet to treat, iE, at close

quarters and for fully economic expression's possibre sake, as

if it were important and essentiar--Eo do that sorL of thing

and yeL muddle nothing may easily become, as one goes, a

signally atEaching proposition; even Ehough it all remains buÈ.

part and parcel, I hasE.en Eo recogníze, of Ehe merely general

and related questions of expressional curiosit.y and

expressional decency (veeder, 374; preface to The

Ambassadors).

Maria's powerful influence is important and essential to Strether,s growt.h

and contribut.es more than something merely related to,,questions of
expressional curiosiEy and expressional.decency" (veeder, 374; preface to
The Ambassadors). These issues r¿i11 be discussed furEher in Ehe second

chapE.er of this Ehesis.

It is the conEention of this thesis t.haE the.nature of Maria,s
por¡rer becomes problematic when we attempt ro isolate Ehe simple source of
it as iE relaLes to the developmenË of Ehe hero. The first chapter will
attempL to discover and define Ehe complex sources of Maria's power by

citing evidence of the qualiLies of her charact.er and her effect on the

hero' The second chapter will discuss Ehe limitations of this povrer, both

as expressed by Maria's intuitive realization that the relationship can go
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no further, and by Ehe constraints imposed by James to fulfill Ehe

expressional needs he intends. This chapter v¡i1l also attempt to justify

the content.ion that Maria's po\rer endows her r¿ich a greaEer role than

James admiEs as she funcE,ions as the agent whose influence inspires the

change in SEret.her's attiLude. Finally, the third chapter wilI consider

the implications of power in Maria Gost.rey compared to the po\,rer exert.ed

by Mrs. Nev¡some and by Marie de Vionnet, as James manipulaLes his

characE,ers to serve his vision of social morality. This chapter will also

seek clarification of James's moral and esthetic vision of power arising

from Strether's renunciation at Ëhe end-of E.he novel.



CHAPTER 1

THE COMPLEX SOURCES OF MARIA GOSTREY'S POI,IER

Bef ore we can di scover or def ine the source of por.rer in Maria

Gostrey it is necessary to propose a general definiEion of the word

'polrer'. For our purposes, por¡rer means the influence of one person over

another. This influence may be physical, emotional or inLel1ecE.ual. Its

sources, however, appear to be disguised in Ehe texE. The purpose of this

chapter is to examine the evidence arising from specific scenes Eo

discover and define the source of Maria's power.

In addressing this problem the first task is to isolate the kinds of

por¡rer that Maria demonstrates. Generally, the major kinds of power she

displays can be found by examining three specific roles r¿hich Maria plays:

(t)trer role as femme fatale who picks up. Strether in Chester; (2)her role

as init.iator in unmasking Mrs. Ner.rsome as both f emme fatale and as

temptress of SEreEher r¿ith Lhe money bags; (3)finally, her role as

exponent of "virtue" in the Chadfi{aríe relationship which ultimarely

remakes t,he moral calculus of the hero, setting in motion the element.s

which will result in Maria's losing Strether. A close examination of each

of these roles reveals the degree of power Maria wields over the hero.

The kind of power revealed by Maria in her role as femme fatale

seems Eo be mainly of a sexual nature as she fulfills her intentions to

pick up and capture Lambert Strether. Paradoxically, she appears on the

one hand a base, predatory r¡roman, sophisE,icated and independent, who uses

her por¡/er to pick up SLrether. On Ehe other hand, she appears as a
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benevolent and generous woman full of

conduct Strether around t.he unfamiliar

Europe.

sympathetic humanit.y who offers

geographical and moral landscape

to

of

I

THE FEMME FATALE

From the firsE encounter in Chester r^rhen Maria is introduced as "a
Iady who meE his eyes as with an intention suddenly deE.ermined"(56), her

role as a powerful femme faLale is evident. In E.hat role she acts as

ambassador for Europe. The narrator explains: "IE was almosE as if she had

been in possession and received him as a guest. Her acquaintance with the

place presented her in a manner as a hostess"(5g). Hor"rever, iE is clear

thaL she has, as well, her own personal intentions. Maria r"¡ants to pick

up the man from WoolleEt and she does. Joanna Higgins concludes that

Strether is vulnerable to the "multiple ambassadorial represen¡.ation of
appearances in the novel's first five Books" because he has fallen prey to

the "illusion of freedom,' they exhibit 
-(Higgins 169). Higgins suggesEs

thaE "this realization tempts him to a blind servitude to appearances

which will ultimately fail because he r,¡ill not be able to escape r¿hat he

is and r¿hat he is able to see" (Higgins 169). As the title reflects,
Maria Gostrey is buL one of a variety of ambassadors who appear in t.his

novel' Her task as ambassador for Europe is to convince Strether tha¡ she

should be his guide. To accomplish the Eask she relies on her sex appeal

both to attract and to capture Stret.her.

consciousness, Strether feels himself "launched

In

in

his state of double

something of r¡hich the
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sense \^7ould be quice disconnected from the sense of his past"(59). rn her

capacity as ambassador Maria acts as a mediating force thaE helps the hero

make t.he transiE.ion from America t,o Europe.

From the beginning of the narrative, the reader is aware that. Ehe

language used to depict the effecE of Maria's povTer on StreE.her is

obscured by r¿haL seymour chatman calls, "the devices or choices--

syntactical and lexical--that evoke the 'specific effect' of abstractness

in the reading of James" (Chatman 3). Much of the abstract. and intangible

quality of the language results, according to Chatman, from James's heavy

use of psychological vocabulary "arising from the need to depict mental

rather Ehan physical activity', (Chatman 10). fn response to Maria's

question about l,Iaymarsh in the opening pages, strether becomes ',aware of

hov¡ much there had been in him for response"(57). This reflection by the

hero shifts Ehe cer¡tre of acLiviËy from the physical meeting of t.wo people

to the centre of mental acE.ivity in Strether's mind. Chatman's system of

discourse analysis suggesls Ehat incidents such as the above are insLances

of cogniEive awareness in which a performant verb, 'aware'is used to

represent "an event Ehat happens to ISrrether], somet.hing that Ihe]

receives because [he] is in a fit, receptive condition" (Chacman 16) The

implications of focusing on Strether's mental activity produce a sense of

ambiguity because the reader is forced Eo make assumptions abouE

StreLher's meaning. Another implication for Ehis analysis is tha¡ our

impressions of Maria emanating from StreE.her's consciousness are colored

by the experiences of his past, and by the metaphors lhat emerge Eo

describe her. For instance, the far-reaching met.aphor of the "fast-

fingered compositor scattering type" used to describe Maria produces
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images of a sophisticaLed r^roman of the r¿orld v¡ho is experienced in

evaluating her "fellor"r mortals." Thi" r.t"ptor is discussed la¡er in this

chapter.

While Chat.man's ideas help clarify the syntactical aspecLs of the

inherent. difficulty in peneErating the abstract nat.ure of James's sE.yle,

Gérard GeneEEe's ideas on discourse analysis illuminaÈe James's control

over "the relationships between narrative and story, between narrative and

narrating, bet.ween story and narraEing" (Genette 29).

Strether's ar¡areness and reflection in t.he passage discussed above

is an example of r¿hat Genette defines as an aspect of Mood: a regulauing

of narrative information. His definiE.ion of mood as the verbal form used

lo affirm or express differenL points of vier^z by "furnishing the reader

with more or fewer details" in a "more or less direct vãy,,, is a device t.o

regulate the information delivered "according to the capacities of

knowledge of one or another parLicipant in the story" (Genette 16Ð.

Distance and perspect,ive are thus "provisionally designated and defined"

as the "tr¿o chief modalities of that regulat.ion of narrative informa¡ion

that is mood" (GeneEEe 162). This regulating feature is apparent when

Strether pauses to reflect on his orrn behaviour. The effect of his

alrareness produces a reE.reat inward and achieves distance between himself

and Maria. The sense of Maria's po\"rer is felt gradually as the hero

considers, ret.reaEs and advances. A similar regulating influence is

apparent in Strether's gradual abiliry Eo undersEand rhe "multiple

ambassadorial representations." Fuithermore, Genette's model of

focalizaEion provides a useful tool to account. for boEh the accepted fixed

focalization of the novel and the anomaly found in Maria's discourse about
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herself discussed lat.er in this chapter.

Janet Holmgren McKay's concern with discourse type which focuses on

"accounting for narrative modes and identifying character voices" (McKay

4) is part.icularly important in separat.ing StreEher's voice frorn that of

the narrator's voice when at.ÈempEing Eo esLablish the source of Maria's

po\¡¡er. t^Ihen we read in the initial encåunter bettreen Maria and St.rether

that "she paused while our friend took in these things, and it. was as if

a good deal of talk had already passed,'(57) , \.re are clearly in Ehe

Presence of a narrator v¡ho stands above the couple and. describes the

scene. The addition of the "as if" statement produces, in the reader, the

effect of menLally linking Maria and Strether in a kind of intimate bond,

but assigns to Maria the dubious distinction of "pick up".

The remarkable ease and naturalness with which Maria intrudes upon

Strether's life and his plans is a credit to James's ability to create

siEuations that resemble life. The facts of Maria's American origin and

her connexion with l^Iaymarsh succeed in making the scene and the in¡.rusion

appear naEural and plausible. The nariaLive linkage between Maria and

l'Iaymarsh allor¿s the reader E.o imagine the implications. SisE.er M. Corona

Sharp agrees thaE the device works admirably as a means of "smoothing

over. . . the initial meeEing betr,¡een StreEher and Maria', (Sharp 151). In

the interest of realism McKay r¡ould approve of the device as a means of

allowing the reader to draw his/her olm conclusion (I,tctcay Ig7).

From a narrative point of view, the meeEing in v¡hich "all she now

began by saying Eo him nevertheless sras t.hat having chanced t.o catch his

enquiry she was moved Eo ask, by his leave, if it \¡¡as possibly a quesE.ion

of Mr. l'Iaymarsh of Mi lrose, Connect.icut - -Mr. t^Iaymarsh the American
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lawyer"(SZ), and Strether's subsequent acceptance of Maria as guide, hinge

on her knowing úJaymarsh. The implication seems Eo be thaE. if Maria

knows l^Iaymarsh, and lras once a house guest, t,hen she must be an acceptable

companion. This is anoE.her example of regulaE.ed informaE,ion used Eo

coincide with E,he protagonist,'s knowledge (Genette 161). The attraction

stimulates Strether's curiosity, while Ehe information about her alleged

association disarms his reserve. Sharp concludes that Ehe device of

linking Maria ¡vith Waymarsh aE this early stage of Ehe narraEive is

necessary: "Although Ehe latter (I,Iaymarsh) disclaims any recogniE.ion, t.he

acquaintance serves Maria as an index to Strether and his connnections.

As confidante, she is at first obliged to share her functíon r,¡ith

I,Iaymarsh" (Sharp 151). f t seems that. the int,roduction of the femme fatale

as a friend of a friend serves a useful narrative purpose, as well as

provides Ehe climate for Maria Eo proceed in her task as femme fa¡ale

and confidanE,e. lrle can see how Maria, in her role in the firsE E.wo

chapEers as a female of urbane and cynical wit, succeeds in seducing

Strether. The early stages of Maria's developmenE emphasize sophisticaE,ed

aggressive behaviour ç¡hich captivates E.he hero who concludes: "she

appeared to have no reserves abouE anything"(57). The power t.hat. Maria

exhibits "was just E.he air, in the person of his friend, of having seen

and chosen, the air of achieved possession of Ehose vague qualiLies and

quantiEies t.hat collecEively figured to him as Ehe advantage snat.ched from

lucky chance"(59), and sets a tone of mutual acceptance that smooths the

way for a more intimat.e relationship as the novel develops.

The effecÈ on st.rether of Maria's aggressive pounce upon him at

ChesLer is apparent. in "the tone of her or.m rejoinder, as well as the play
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of something more in her face--something more thaE is, than its apparently

usual restless lighr--seemed to notify him,'(57). Although burdened by

"the oddity of a double consciousness"(56), Strether is sophist.icaEed

enough to be a\"tare of Maria's value and is captivated by the advances of

this f emme f atale. The lady' s E,antalizing impressíon upon SE.re¡her

causes him to momenEarily suspend his scruples. The initial attraction is

cert.ainly physical as Maria uses Ehe power of sex appeal Èo charm t.he

hero.

But by using ambiguous allusions, the narraÈor works hard to obscure

the source of Maria's power. Thus, while we are made to feel Maria's

por¡rer Tn7e cannot yet reckon its extenE.. As we have seen in the seduction

scene in which Maria indicates her intenÈion E,o remain in Chest.er, the

narrator's intervention: "She paused r¿hile our friend took in these

things, and it v/as as if a good deal of talk had already passed"(57),

suggests a judgmental function. McKay agrees with Cha¡man tha¡ "r.¡here

narration is strongly covert., the narrat.or makes an occasional

interpretation" (t'tct<ay B). However, .the intervention in this case,

creaEes ambiguity about Maria's intentions and about the basis of her

inf luence. Is she sÈaying over Eo see I'Iaymarsh or to invite a more

intimate relationship with StreE.her? The first suggest,ion is innocuous

because ic implies an inE.ention Eo resume an old relationship, while the

latter is clearly sexually suggestive and portrays Maria as an aggressive

femme fatale. The ambiguity of Ehe intervent.ion thus obsE.ructs the

discovery of the source of Maria's power. However our sense of Strether's

detachmenE is supported by his amused response to Maria in Ehese early

pages. The narrator's observation that., "they even vaguely smiled at
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it"(57), implies a vague conspiracy in "the ease with which they accepted

each otherr" and shor,¡s strether's av¡areness of her power.

Scenes such as E.he intimate dinner amid. rose-coloured candlelighE do

much to set the stage for revealing Maria's power. The intoxicating

aEmosphere produces an emotional effect on t.he hero. He recognizes that

he has, "been given over t.o uncontrolled percepEions. What was it but an

uncontrolled percepEion that his friend's velvet band somehow added, in

her appearance, to Ehe value of every other item--to that of her smile and

of the way she carried her head, to that of her complexion, of her lips,

her teeth, her eyes, her hair?"(gO) and confirms that Maria is in control
of SEreEher's attentions. Strether's concenEraEion on Maria's physical

attribut,es provides concrete evidence of his attraction to her.

At first glance'hat appears to be the source of her power

emanates enEirely from her sex appeal. However, the effec¡ of the scene

takes on another dimension when viewed from the perspect.ive of Ehe ment.al

comparison Strether makes betr^¡een Maria's romanEic velvet band and Mrs.

Nevzsome's "imperfectly romantic,'(91) ruche. The effect of the red velveE

band on SErether is Eo call up past images and responses: "The manner in
which Mrs. Nernrsome's t.hroat was encircled suddenly represented for him, in
an alien order, almost as many things as Ehe manner in which Miss

Gostrey's was"(90). The comparison he makes does not stop aE Ehe

superficial band. Once again,the centre of activit.y has shifted from

Strether's thoughts about Ehe tangible images of Maria's appearance to

more abstract thoughLs about the effect. of his past experience with Mrs.

Newsome. The recollection of his comparing Mrs. Newsome to Queen

Elizabeth noÌ,l seems "vaguely pathetic" because "it had after this in lruth
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been his fancy Ehat as a consequence of thaE. tenderness and an acceptance

of Ehe idea, the form of Ehis special t.ribute to the 'frill' had grolrn

slightly more marked"(91). fn reErospect Strether wonders if the

compliment. he made Eo Mrs. Newsome vras in facl the beginning of a

relationship thaE has grorm inE.o the present complicat.ion of his mission.

In contrast, the emoE.ional impact of Maria's red velvet band produces a

powerful sexual att.raction ç¡hich leads him to see her as Mary Stuart, the

once Queen of Scotland and an anEithesis to Mrs. Nevrsome. It appears tha¿

the freedom with r¿hich Maria conduct.s herself in public and the manner of

her attire combines Èo produce "the rare strange thing,,(91) thaE calls up

for SErether the image of the romantic Queen of Scot1and. Mary St.uart, in

StreLher's mind, represents the moral freedom of Europe. The effect of

his ruminaLion prompE.s cer!ain scruples Ehat prevent SEreEher from

expressing his admiration for Maria. The narrator expresses StreEher's

caution and regulaEes the duration and extent of the hero's ruminations:

"He wouldn't for anything have so exposed himself as to tell Miss GosE,rey

how much he liked hers"(gO). The effect and the appeal ',of all sorts of
things, that seemed to come over him " (91) are kept in check and reveal

an aspect of his detachment. Hor¡ever, even though the power of Maria's

appeal is not overtly acknowledged, there is a recogniEíon of this

attraction, which is enhanced by its being a neT¡r experience for St.rether.

The redirecEing of his att.ention to the new experience of dining with a

lady in a public place has a strong impact on StreLher who sees it. as a

"rare strange thing"(91), and seems t,o be a device to def lect SÈ.reE.her,s

attention from the tangible matters of Maria's appearance to Ehe more

inEangible and objecEive matters of European social manners. It also
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seems Eo suggest Ruth Bernard Yeazell's idea of the Jamesian ret,icence

thaL appears in his heroes in direct proportion Eo the "felt presence of

sexualit.y as a force a! the cent.re of human life" (yeazell 20).

Once again the effect of Maria's sexual power seems t.o be modified

by St.rether's conscience and his prior commitment to Mrs. Newsome; his

experience with her, except for Ehe ruche, had shown no tantalízíng female

attire. St.rether's scruples prevent him from admitEing tha! he Iiked

Maria's velvet band because he equates it and the publicity of their

dinner r¡ith the moral freedom he sees as European. CLearLy, the problem

of aEtempting to idenEify and def ine Maria's por4rer is linked to the

quality and quantity of Strether's pasE experience wiE.h r¡romen. It is true

that. in this sequence t.he sexual influence is powerful enough for Strether

to admit: "he had in addition Eaken it Ithe red velvet band] as a starting

point for fresh backward, fresh forward, fresh lateral flighE.s." (90)

However, he refrains from expressing his admiration. The povrer of this

elegant, sophisEicated r¡roman seems to have captivated Strether, but his

prior commitments make him remain silenE about his attraction.

The same narrative forestalling EhaE. allows us only gradually Eo

underst.and Strecher also keeps Maria ai bay as r,re see from Maria's or^rn

discourse. Although she is characterized initially as a por^rerful femme

fatale, an additional power seems Eo emanate from the personality and

character of Maria as revealed in the different context of her discourse.

Because much of r"rhat l¡te know of Maria is shovrn through Strether's

responses and through some overt narrator interventions, \^re must examine

another source t.o fully appreciaLe "the qualit,ies and quanÈities" that

characterize this !,/oman. Perhaps an analysis of what appears Èo be
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and sources of po\rer thaE. emerge.

A brief examination of the scene in which Maria and Strether discuss

I'Iaymarsh' s sudden dash f or t.he jewellery shop shows how di scourse can

obstruct the lines of communicaEions and contribute to the difficulty in

arriving aE an accurate port.rait of Maria. The passage illusE.rates Ehe

importance of differentiat.ing between Stret.her's discourse, Ehe narrator's

discourse, and Maria's discourse Eo est.ablish the connections. By

examining t.he focus of each perspective \re can perhaps see more clearly

how Maria's olnrn discourse contributes to a developing image of herself as

a Person who demonstraE.es "qualit.ies and quanLities" beyond those of mere

femme fatale

when strether announces that "He Itlaymarsh] has struck for

freedom"(83), he is expressing the implicit Puritan fear of moral

corruption by being in the company of a femme fatale. At anot.her level,

strether demonst.rates his o!¡n dualicy of fear and fascination, by

entertaining anoLher definition of "freedom', (yeazell 2I). The kind of

freedom he sees emanating from Maria: "Am r not in my \ray trying

it?...tarking to you as r do. r've knovm him alt my life; so Ehat if the

ease I Ehus take wiEh you abouE him isn't magnificent--and the Ehought of

it held him a moment--why it's rather base,'(83), seems to imply moral

liberty. Yeazell explains the f.ear/f.ascination paradox present in

Jamesian heroes and heroines as related'Eo a reluctance to "know": "Full

consciousness is aE once a'fascination'and a'fear'. And it is a

recording of Ehe mind's ef forE to r.¡alk a tighE.rope between t.haE

fascination and thaE fear r¡hich makes James's late style at once so
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elusive, so'difficult', and so excitíng" (yeazell 21). úJaymarsh's dash

for "freedom" is his way of dealing v¡ith his fear. rn sE.rether's case, as

"a man burdened ...with Ehe oddity of ? double consciousness"(56), Ehe

fear seems expressed in his scepE.icism, while the fascinat.ion is revealed

by his willingness t.o "t.ry [Maria's ] kind of f reedom"(83) .

The use of the two very different definitions for "freedom" by

SLrether in Ehis passage juxt.aposes two opposing ideas: (1) Strether sees

Wa¡rmarsh sErike for "freedom" as a flight from perceived moral corruption,

and (2) Strether assumes that when she says: "I r¡as preparing some for him

so cheap"(83), she means a kind of freedom relaLed to moral laxicy. The

discourse seems to contribute E,o the impression of Maria as a femme fatale

who displays a more liberal morality t.han that of Stret.her. The real

meaning of Maria's comment remains, however, obscure.

The narrator's inE.ervent.ions are subtle but carry, as McKay would

suggest, t.he poEential for interrupEing t.he bond between the characters

and the reader (t'tcXay L97) by making comments Ehat qualify and interpret

r¿haL othervrise mighr be undersEood in a different r,7ay. I.Jhen Ehe narrator

injeccs on strether's speech: "and the thought of it held him a

moment."(83), he forces both SLrether and the reader to pause and reflect

Eo make the connection to Maria's kind of freedom, Ehen to see that the

ease may indeed be "rather base". AlEhough the abstracL words "freedom"

and "ease" contribute to Ehe sense of intangibility that exist,s in this

passage, Maria's role as femme fat.ale seems apparent from the vocabulary

of both the narrator and SErether. YeE, a deeper source of her por¡ler

remains elusive. Maria's discourse makes clear the implications Èhat seem

to hover unspoken. Maria's vague v¡ord'some'leads SErether to assume
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certain moral freedom. However, Maria clarifies SE.rether's pronoun "it"

spoken in "Am r not in rny way trying it. rt.'s this"(83), by asking,

"Being here, you mean, r,¡iEh me"(83)? The implicat.ion seems Eo be that

merely being in Maria's cornpany is suspect in the Puritan moral ethos.

However, the reader can appreciate Maria's owrì amusement at such scruples

when she judges "it" as "magnificent!" The effect is that the reader see

noE. only a femme far.ale, but a vroman of. humour. The playfulness of her

tone as she adds, "And you should hear, the ease r take--and above arl

inLend Eo take--with lùaymarsh"(83), E.akes a more serious turn when she

ansT¡rers Strether' s inf erence thaE l^Iaymarsh would say noEhing abouÈ him to

her: "of course he rvon't. For what do you t.ake people, thaE they're able

Eo say words about anyt.hing, able remorselessly to analyze? There are not

many like you and me. rt will be only because he's Eoo stupid....compared

to you"(83). Her discourse reveals an intelligence able to differenLiate

human beings and a candidness in speaking her mind.

The narrator's focus on Maria's "reason" and whaL he characterizes

as her "restless irony" in her straEegy Eo be "disposed of it"IStrether's

conclusion thaE [-Iaymarsh would be silent ](83), aEtempts t.o absE.ract what.

appears Eo be a very direct and emphatic statement by the character. ülhat

emerges, despiEe t.he narrator's intervenEion, is r¡haE Chatman would

suggest as "Ehe solution Eo an estheEic problem" (Chatman 79). In t.his

case t.he esËhetic problem is articulated by Maria as an observation ¡hat

the world is peopled by those r¡ho do not anaLyze and by those fer.¡ who do.

This she expands by adding thaE l,Iaymarsh does noE analyze "because he's

too stupid", whiLe sLrether is superior because he, like her, anaLyzes.

SErether, however, appears Eo be less caÈegoric in his judgements and more
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sensiE.ive to E,he demands of his conscience when he rises to the defence of

his ord friend. The "sceptical echo", is always present in this man who

is evidently guided by his integrity.

The clear lines of communicaLion between Maria and St,rether appear

to produce an intimate bond early in the narrative. However, Ehe

insinuaLions that hover and squint beE.r¿een what t.he narrator says and what

the characEers say cloud the emerging portraiE of Maria. According Eo

GeneEte's t.heory, Ehe effect of the narraE.or's comments serves to regulate

Ehe det.ails of Maria's character to coincide with E.he development of Ehe

hero (Genette 162). ['le see the complexity of Maria's character as she is

shown in SLrether's growing awareness. The narrator's role is to regulate

the extent of t.he revelation through intangible inferences t.hat create an

ambiguous image of Maria's power. As Genette suggest,s, the narrative

delivers only as much information as "the capacities of knowledge of one

or another participanE. in the narrative" (GeneEEe 162).

However, from the earliest encount.er wiEh SE.rether, Maria's special

ability to gain Ehe confidence of this man is evident in Ehe effect she

produces in him. For instance, when strether playfully pleads "oh lm

afraid of you!" Maria replies "Ah no¡ yoü're not! You're noÈ in ¡he least,

thank.goodness! If you had been we shouldn'E. so soon have found ourselves

here together. I think you trust me"(65) she is expressing the ease with

which they communicate. The sense of boldness she elicits from StreE.her

in his hyperbolic reply, "r think r do!--but t.hat's exactly v¡haE I'm

afraid of. r shouldn'E mind if r didn'8. rt's falling thus in t.wenty

minutes so uÈterly into your hands"(65) is an importanE. index of her

abilities. Despite St.ret.her's somewhat indifferen¡ remark "I shouldn'!
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mind if I didn't", the confidence he shor¿s provides the foundation for

more intimate confessions such as in t.he theatre scene in which Strether

reveals his mission and attitudes. "The ease wiEh which they accept.ed

each oEher with an absence of preliminaries"(58) not only serves Eo

'smooth over' the initial meeEing of Strether and Maria by making it

"appear as natural as possible" (Snarp 151) but also serves to provid.e a

climate, in Genette's terms, for Ehe graduar disclosure of both

characters as the novel progresses. By providing a foundaLion of trust

between herself and Strether, Maria is able to illuminate the sensitive

issues thaE surround Ehe hero.

In Ehe t.heatre scene Maria uses her poller of observation and

intuition to exPose the nature of SE.rether's mission and the false

posit.ion from which he vie¡,rs his task: "r seem wiEh this freedom, you see,

to have guessed Mr. chad. He's a young man on whose head high hopes are

placed at ÚioolleE,t; a young man a wicked woman has goL hold of and r¿hom

his family over there have sent you out to rescue. You've accepted the

mission of separating him from the wicked r,¡oman"(93). By accurately

caricaturing the case early in the narrative, Maria is able to confronl

Strether with the major issues of his mission, then carefully guide him in

the examination of his initial attit.udes. She overcomes his evasions by

gently applying pressure on him to look at alternative ideas: ,,yours

Ifacts] are quite ner^r to me"(93). To the role of femme fatale, Maria adds

the qualities of intelligence and imagination as she exerts pressure on

StreEher to arrive at the truE.h of the issues. These special qualities are

relaÈed to her ability Ëo be a good listener. tlith poinEed questions and

leading comments, Maria forces SLreEher to examine his predeEermined
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notions abouE European r¡romen: "Are you quite sure she's very bad for

him"(93)? tJhen StreEher replies: "Of_ course we are. l,Iouldn't you

be?"(93) he confirms for Maria and E.he reader, that his attitude emanates

from Mrs. Ner¿some. While Maria is interesLed in knowing more abouE Mrs.

Newsome, her delicate probing of their attitude:"Oh I don't know. One

never does--does one?--beforehand. One can only judge on the facEs"(93),

forces Strether to examine the aEtitudes he has accepEed. As Sharp

suggests, this probing eventually leads Maria Eo Eell SE.rether near the

end of the novel: "I've never believed, you know, EhaE. you did propose. I

always believed it r¡/as she--"(511¡, (156 Sharp). By challenging his

Puritan judgement against European $/omen, Maria is forcing Strether to

examine the basis of his condemnat.ion of Ehe vroman. As Maria listens to

Strether's opinions she directly and indirectly challenges him wit.h new

possibilities about the kind of woman in question.

Anot.her level of her discourse reveals her as a sensitive and

fallible r^7oman. The name card scene reveals this aspect of Maria when she

thinks StreEher is rejecting her calling card. This aspect of her

character raises her to the level of human being rather than mere device.

I,lhen Strether shows "Ehe shade of alarm in his amusemenE"(61) at Maria's

forthright. approach in discovering his name, she reassures him, "If what

you're afraid of is injury for me in being seen to walk off with a

gentleman who has to ask r^zho I am--I assure you I don't in t.he least

mind"(61). This femme fatale is not concerned with narrovr social

conventions when she is occupied in the accomplishmenE of her purpose.

The effect of Maria's informality amuses E.he hero: "IE \"/as posiÈiveIy

droll to him thaE. he should already have Maria Gostrey, whoever she rnras--
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of which he hadn't really Ehe least idea--in a place of safe keeping"G2).

Strether congratulates himself on having so quickly found this attracLive,

useful lady Eo help him through Europe. I,JiEh Maria's card safely tucked

in his or.m pocket., he proffers, withouL a word, his card to Maria on her

return. IE is in Ehe silent offer of "his personal pasÈeboard stiffly

retained between forefinger and thumb"(62), that Ehe misunderstanding

arises. Maria thinks SLrether is returning her card. The power she thus

far projects as an aggressive, self-confident and sophisticated r¡roman

seems momentarily shaken by her reaction to what she perceives as

Strether's indifference, and she at.E.empts to mask the perceived slight by

an amused challenge, "But why--fondly as it's so easy to imagine your

clinging to it--don'E you put it away" G2)?

Ac yet another level, Maria's dir"trrtr", which characterizes her as

"a seer or a prophetess" (151) shor¿s another dimension of her knowledge.

The discourse Ehat reveals her special abiliries appears in several

scenes. For instance, when SÈret.her repeaEedly looks at his watch during

Eheir valk in chesEer, Maria says, "You're doing someEhing tha! you think

not right"(64). Maria's accurate diagnosis of SErether's problem produces

an obvious effecÈ on the hero; he "quite changed colour and his laugh grew

almost. awkv¡ard"(64). Maria recognizes the New England prejudice against

enjoyment and undersEands the hero's conscience. Her power Eo read his

thoughts from his behavior serves to cement. the growing inLimacy of their

relationship. LaLer, after meet.ing Bilham, Maria's comment., "They've got

you"(151), impresses Strether. She seed that Bilham and Chad have been

conspiring to keep Strether albay, and she reveals this facE to Strether.

The effecE on Strether confirms her special por.Ter of insight: "Though she
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disclaimed the prophet.ic vision she r,ras aE this instant the nearest

approach he had ever met Eo Ehe priestess of the oracle"(151). Maria's

ability to see clearly gives her an advant,age over Strether by allowing

him to benef ir from her insighc and inEerpret.at.ions.

Finally, the femme fatale uses the most potent device in her

repert.oire: confession. In intimate discourse Maria reveals qrhat she sees

as her fate. This disclosure seems to'produce a powerful effecE on Ehe

hero who, usually sceptical, can only "listen and wonder and weigh his

chances"(66). Strether's embarrassment aE. Ehe disclosure is evident in

his actions on resumption of their walk: "while still thinking over r¡hat

she had said, he once more t.ook ouE his watch; mechanically, unconsciously

and as if made nervous by the mere exhilaraEion of wha! st,ruck him as her

st,range and cynical wit. He looked at Ehe hour r"¡ithout seeing it"(66).

!ùhat Strether cannot see until near the end of the novel is that Maria

reveals only wha! she feels r¡ill serve her purpose. That purpose is to

help StreÈher see his self-deception, and also to seduce and entrap him

for herself. Sharp confirms this view with her conclusion that, "the one

supreme thing" that SE.rether can do is "offer marriage" (Sharp 772).

During E.he confession scene Maria uses her power Eo try to manipulate

SlreEher inEo accepting an heroic image of herself:

My ovrn faLe has been too many for me, and I've succumbed to

it. I'm a general guide--to "Europe", don't you know? I q¡ait

for people--I puc Ehem through. I pick Ehem up--I set them

dor¿n. f 'm a sorE of superior "courier-maid". I'm a companion

at large. I Eake people, as I've Eold you, about. I never

soughc it--iE has come to me. It. has been my fate, and one's
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faÈe one accepts. It's a dreadful thing to have to say, in so

wicked a world, buE I verily believe EhaE, such as you see me,

Èhere's nothing I don't knor. I know all the shops and the

prices--but I know worse t.hings still. f bear on my back the

huge load of our naEional consciousness, or, in other r¡ords--

for iE comes to thaL--of our nation itself. Of what is our

nation composed but of the men and r.romen individually on my

shoulders? I don'E do it, you know, for arly particular

advantage. I don't do it, for instance--some people do,, yoü

know--for money. "(66)

The fate t,o which she alludes can be viewed in two r^rays: she may be

using the discourse on her fate as a ploy to capture Strether's sympathy

or, as an altruistic gesture to shield her naive counEryman from European

moraliE.y. McKay views this kind of uncertainty arising from character

discourse as evidence that "the realists opened the possibility of

irresponsible and unreliable presentation, for when the characters speak

for themselves, we are not always sure of their limitations" (McKay 198).

The reader is called upon to judge for himself the moraliEy and honesty

of Maria's discourse.

The posrer of Maria's appeal as femme faLaIe takes on added

dimension v¡hen she confesses the extenE of her knowledge: " I know worse

things sti11"(66). The sEatement implies a formidable knowledge of good

and evil, both European and American. The expression of her commitment

Eo her fate and the exEenE of her knowledge enhances the value of rhis

\roman for St.reLher. Hov¡ever, at the sarne time her confessed knor¡Iedge

is an enigma for Strether. His double consciousness seems to allow him
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to both "listen and wonder and weigh his chances", while his playfur plea

"r'm afråid of you" has turned to "a smile thaÈ he armost felt to be

sickly"(66). I,lhen Maria announces Ehat her knor,¡ledge includes the burden

of "national consciousness" she shifts Ehe emphasis of her power from her

sexualiE,y to that, of her or^m inner motivations. Hor.rever, the tone of

Maria's exaggerated claims arouses skepticism in the reader and perhaps

in SLret.her also. But from a narrat.ive point of view, Maria's biased

discourse is appropriate to the "h".a"tåtization of this fully rounded

figure, and preserves Ehe integrity of authorial purpose: that E.he novel

be "a personal, a direct. impression of life" (veeder, L70 The Art of

Fiction). As McKay suggests, this kind of biased discourse reflecEs "a

willingness (by Ctre author) to forego the right to judge, to trust the

reader to his ov,n devices, and to rerinquish...the responsibiliEy of

arranging everything else" (ltct<ay L97). In Maria's discourse the

"readers must drav¡ their o\.rrr conclusions...on t.he basis of what IEhe]

characters think, and say" (ìlcray 1,97). This, McKay contends, produces

characters that are "definitely individual" (Mcxay rg7). tlayne Booth

agrees that to allow the "characEers to work ouE their ovm destinies or

tell their ovrn stories" achieves "the air'of naturarness"(Booth 273), but

he poinE.s out t.hat Èhe effect may also produce reaction as to the

credibility of the speaker(Booth 273). Genette seems Eo see discourse

such as Maria's confession as an instance of "immed.iate

speech...maintained by the context"(Genette 175). The bias, or

"duplicity of inner speech" (Genette 178) that such discourse cont.ains

is considered to be generally unfaithful to Ehe 'felE truth'

itself in the uttered speech (Genette 178). The subjecÈivity

and

of

reveal s

Maria' s
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discourse in this scene creates, therefore, its or^m bias because it is

a reflection of her ovm illusion of herself.

Close examination of her discourse in which she expresses her ovm

ideas appears Eo be a shifc in point of vievr. GeneEte's theory of

'variable focalization'considers E.he voice that seems ouE,side of the

focus of t.he central consciousness, and seems to provide informat.ion

emanaE,ing from another point of view and not E.hat of Ehe main character

or the narrator, to be a momentary shift in point. of view. Maria's

confession seems to be spoken from her own point of view to fulfill

something beyond Ehat ascribed to Ehe ficelle. Genette's idea of

'alt.erations', as a variation in point of view, is relevanE. AlÈhough

the question of coherence must be considered, Genette concedes: "But a

change in focalization especially if it is isolated r¿ithin a coherent

conÈext, can also be anaLyzed as a momentary infraction of the code which

governs the context wiEhouE thereby calling into quesE.ion Ehe existence

of the code" (Genette 195). The shifc in tone and poinE of view seems a

device intended Eo express the moral and social issues that surround

expat.riates. Support. for Genette's idea of such momentary lapses in

James's rule t.hat identifies Ehe focus of the novel as having "but one

centre and keeping iE all wiE.hin my hero's compass" (Veeder 368, Preface

to The Ambassadors) is evident in BooLh's argument for "the fut.itity of

pseudo-Jamesian rules" (Genette 195). The implication is that James

sometimes bends his ol¡n rules to achieve "the only obligation... Iof the

novel]: thaE it be interesLing" (vee¿år 770, "The Art of Fiction,,).

James himself says thaL "The ways in r¿hich it is at liberty to accomplish

this resutt Iof interesting us] strike me as innumerable, and such as can
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only suffer from being marked out or fenced in by prescripEion" (veeder

170, "The Art of Fiction"). The foregoing evidence points Eo such an

infraction and supports the contention of this thesis that Maria, indeed.,

functions in.a rarger role Ehan that ascribed to her by James. Her

po\^rer, especially evidenL in Ehe f irsE f ive books, resonates in and

around the central consciousness from beginning to end.

Further support for Maria's rarget rore seems present. in Ann

Banfield's suggestion lhat such a shifE ín focaliza:íon is a device used

to move from expression of one point of vier¿ Eo the expression of

another. she says: "A directly quoted speaker may himself become a

narrator, but he is confined to the duration of Ehe direct quoEe"

(Banfield 34).

The potency of Maria's sex appeal is enhanced by her intelligence

and knor,rledge. She has succeeded in seducing Strether to accep¡ her as

his guide to Europe and as his confidanE.e. sharp contends thaL as

"powerful as t.he impression of Miss Gostrey's experience and appearance

is, Ehe greater influence on StreLher nonetheless is exerted by her

character" (Sharp 153). Ora Segal sees the intrusive role of confidanE,e

as a necessary exlension to the analyLica-l role: "IE should be not,ed that

the observer's secondary dramaÈic role gror"rs out of their Isic] primary

analyLic role, for it is precisely in their primary capacity as

sympaEhetic observers thaE they Iconfidantes] affect the source of evencs

in the way they do" (Segal 71). As "agent. for repatriation', María also

has presented herself as an American heroine. The effect on StreE,her is

that Maria is not only a femme fatale and a familiar American, but she

is also a heroine and an ambassador r¿ho represents America. she
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characterizes herself, in a sense, as proEector of the naive American

t.ravelrers who, ar.Eer showing them abouE. Europe, sends Ehem back "spent,,

but. unscathed.

The sexual impricaEion of the 'grove' scene alluded to in The

fntroduction, illustrat.es the woman's por¡ler to aEtract Stre¡her.

However, it is the significant metaphor of the compositor, a master

printer, introduced as Strelher returns to Maria in the gard.en of che

Inn, which appears to characEerize her superior ability to evaluate the

individuals she meets. The narrator describes the effect on the hero,

"t.he eyes of stret.her' s f riend most showed him whi le she gave him,

stroking her groves smoothly, E.he time he appreciat.ed. They had taken

hord of him scraighÈway, measuring him up and dor,¡n as if E.hey knew how;

as if he qrere human material they had already in some sort handled.

Their possessor r¡as in EruL.h, it may be communicat.ed., Ehe mistress of a

hundred cases or categories, receptacles of the mind, subdivisions of

convenience, in which, from full experience, she pigeon-holed her fellow
mortals ¡¿iEh a hand as free as thaE of a compositor scattering Eype"(60).

The power that emanates from t.he experience suggested by this metaphor

goes well beyond that of mere sexual attractiveness. Maria's power to

quickly assess and categorize the nature and poÈenÈiaI intelligence and

imagination in her clients is evidenL. In Stret.her she perceives a

superiority that qualifies him for attention beyond that of her other

less promising crients whom she limits t_o "putting Ehem ,through"(7g).
The experienced compositor's task is to set type with agility and

speed. The meEaphor of che compositor scattering type, as iE applies to

Maria, becomes a natural -oray for strether to characterize r^¡haE, he
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perceives as Maria's special abiliEy and speed in assessing him. The

strength of Maria's character is evident in her ability Eo analyze the

man she has taken an int.eresL in. Her analytical skill appears to be an

importanE. f acEor of her po\¡rer. strether senses the depth of her

knowledge: "he really had a sort of sense of ç¡haL she kner¡. He had guite

the sense thar she knev¡ Ehings he didn't,,(60). It is Strether, the man

with "imagination galore", vlho recognizes the superioriEy of this woman:

"Though it v¡as a concession Ehat in general he found not easy to make

to a r^roman, he made it nolr as good-humouredly as if iE lifted a

burden"(61). The portrait t.hat this rneEaphor shows is of Maria as a

formidable femme faÈale r,¡ho has lhe power Eo quickly categorize and. then

seduce Stret.her r¿it.h her charm and knor¿ledge.

It is important to remember thaL the meLaphor of the compositor

emanates f rom Strether' s o\^¡n consciousness as editor of "The Revier.¡. "

Even though he seems unarlare of the full implications of it, the power

that such a metaphor implies endor¿s Maria wiEh an authoriEy that could

exert profound conE.rol over the hero. IE is E.he narrator's inE.ervenEion

t¡hich confirms Ehe reader's impression of the futl implications of
Maria's power: "She Ì¡/as as equipped in this particular as Strether gas

the reverse, and it made an opposition between them which he might well

have shrunk from submitting to if he had furry suspected it"(60). Even

though elements of Maria's polrer are commendabre, the po¡ential for

control EhaÈ the metaphor suggesEs would indeed cause St.reÈher or any man

to shrink in fear.

However, Maria's power as femme fat.ale so affects Strether Èhat his

admiraÈion of her knowledge extends to every facet of their relationship;
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he even marvels at her knowredge of the theat.re and prays, of which he

says, "she knew her EheaEre, she knew her pLay, as she had t.riumphantly

knovm, three days running, everything else, and the moment filled to Ehe

brim for her companion',(89). The povrer of Maria,s characEer enhances

Strether's attracLion to her and allows him Eo readily concede to her

greaEer knowledge early in their relationship and allow her to guide him

through Europe, "as good-humouredly as if it rifted a burden',(61).

Maria's experience in social situations exerts a powerful influence on

Strether who recognizes E.haÈ "a \nzoman of fashior¡ lras floating him into
society"(81). This is a comfort to Strether who feels acuLely his lack

of sophistication in Ehis new environment. The implication that Ehe

source of her poT¡Ier as femme faLale is not restricted to overt sexual

appeal, but is made up of human qualities E.haE enhance her aEtractiveness

for strether, suggests that the woman is an appropriate figure to mediate

the transicion between America and Europe.

As the foregoing evidence shows, llaria demonstrates admirable

qualities of character r¿hich enhance her effectiveness as Strether,s
guide and confidante. It is these qualities that increase his iniEial
dependence on her, and show the important role she plays. For instance,
strether's alrusion to Major pendennisr.Ehe kindly man of the world in
Thackery's novel, gives us a crue to erements of generosity and

competence in Maria's characEer v¡hich Screther recognizes, and confirms

Èhe degree of Maria's intervention in his life when he admiÈs Ehat he had

"learned to be unable Eo do r¿iEhout her"(77).
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THE INITIATOR IN THE UNI,ÍASKING OF I.IRS. NEI.¡SOME

Maria's task as she becomes more and. more involved with StreEher

is to clarify, for herself and for him, Èhe reality of Mrs. Newsome. As

a psychologist r¿ho probes his patient's background to ascertain the

source of problems that contribute to a present d.ysfunction, Maria

methodically extracts the secrets behind his mission to reveal his
apparent anxiety. Maria must also gather informaE,ion abouE Mrs. Nev¡some

if she is to accomplish her E.ask as exegete of the Newsome mystery. she

seems to rely on her polrer of insight and inLuition to guide the

direction of her enquiry.

In the final chapter r.¡hen StreËher admits to Maria EhaË his
relationship with Mrs. Ner.rsome cannot be resumed-- ,,There,s nothing any

one can do. rt's over. over for both of us"(510), because, "r do what

I didn't before--I see her"(510), --he is confirming Ehe success of
Maria's powerful function as ilruminator of "the farse position,, of
Strether, and her success in helping him see the reality of Mrs. Newsome.

This revelation shor¿s EhaE SLrether has freed himself from t.he hands of
this "vulgar, grasping woman" (Hoople 41g-American Literature) and thac

he has reEained his integrity. The power of Maria's insight and her

intelligent probing has been instrumental in initiating for SËreEher a

ne\^I perspective upon his relationship with Mrs. Newsome. In Book Second,

r¡e r'riÈness Maria's powerful exertion of pressure upon Strether Eo look

at the Eruth: "'And you'd do anything in the srorrd for them?, He shifted
again; she had made it perhaps just a shade too affirma¡ive for his

34
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nerves. '0h r don't know!"'Maria persist.s: "you'd do at any raEe this,

and the 'anylhing' they'd do is represented by Eheir making you do

it"(95). She refuses t.o allov¡ his evasions as she sets out t.o expose the

layers of Mrs. Newsome's facade to reveal her predaÈory and grasping

nature. The aggressive interrogation is necessary to illuminate the

circumsEances of SE.rether's mission under the pervasive influence of the

ltoman from tloollett r¿ho appears co producl such anxiety in his life. His

valianE def ence of Mrs. Ner.¡some r,¡iEh excuses and evasions sometimes

becomes ironic, but particularly demonst.rates his "doubleness" in that

he can defend the woman r¡ith one part of his mind v¡ithouE excluding his

capacity to criticize r¿ith t.he oLher parL.

Evidence of Maria's power to eliciE Èhe important facE.s abouE Mrs.

Ner.¡some is shor^m during the discussion between Maria and Strether a¡ Ehe

play' First, Maria ltants to know what kind of person Mrs. Newsome is.

Stret.her squirms under the pressure of Maria's persistent questions abouE.

Ehe r¡oman on r¿hose behalf he is acting: "I don't say she's wond.erful.

or ratherr" he went on the next moment, "r do say ir. rE's exactly whaE

she is--r^ronderful"(94). This response reüeals Ehat Strether can d.istance

himserf without compromising his conscience and his loyalty to Mrs.

Ner¡some. rt arso shor,¡s thaE Maria can produce "a certain disquiet" in

StreËher at "Ehe pressure of it"(94). Even though Strether feels

discomfort at. Maria's relentless probing, Ehe narrator assures the reader

that Stret.her "could bear it."(94). SÈreEher's agitation seems to arise

from his scruples againsE revealing too much about Ehe hToman he is

presumably engaged to marry.

However, Maria's unrelenLing pressure and the direction of her
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inquiry leads to the revelation of Mrs. Newsome as a por^rerful maE.riarch

who manipulates her family by using guilt to conErol their lives, while

at the same time presenting herself as a'morar sv¡ell'. Mrs. Newsome,

who appears to be a qroman of enormous moral preE.ension, is able to fool

Strether. He sees Mrs. Ner,rsome as a delicate, sensit.ive and high strung

woman (gs) who is admirable and pious. strether appears to have

succumbed to her appearance of vulnerability. Maria recognizes Mrs.

Newsome as the source of Stret.her's 'parti pris'v¡hen he replies to her

pointed question, "And you'd do anyEhing in Ehe world for them?"

strether's defensive behavior reveals the source of his double

consciousness and his reply, "Oh r don't knorr" becomes ironic in light

of his present embassy. The tenacity of Ehis sophisticated woman is

evident in her determined effort to make Strether see the real Mrs.

Ner¿some and his or.rn predicament.

Maria's insight inLo and her undersEanding of strether's

predicament, is revealed by the narrator's int,ervention,"Ah, Maria knew

these things!"(95) fne ambiguiEy of Ehe statement appears to relate to

Maria's experience with New England moralit.y. she knows how guilt is

used to manipulate and control people. I,Jhen Maria insists on correctly

naming the source of Mrs. Ner¿some's power: "You mean she's an American

invalid?" she overLly implies that Mrs. Newsome uses the delicacy of her

health to exert po\{er over others. The idea seems to exasperate Maria

r¡ho ironically complet.es stret.her's sentence, "she puEs so much of

herself into everything*-" with "ThaE, she has nothing lefÈ for anything

else? of course she hasn't. To whom do you say it? High strung? Don,t

r spend my life, r.or them, jamming dovm the pedal? r see moreover how
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it has told on you"(95). Maria sees perfecE.ry well the extent of Mrs.

Newsome's pol¡/er over Slrether. It also indicaLes Maria's passionate

commitment to unmask the pervasive exerE.ion of power by Mrs. Ner,¡some.

The ef fect on Strether is to press him to accept Maria's inviE.ation ¡o

"bear on iE Eoget.her with alr our might"(95). Maria's sympâthy is a

comfort to SEreE.her, who feels a cerEain detachmenE in his otherwise

precarious role as ambassador. Sharp concludes that Strether "finds in

her [Maria] what the I.JoolletE lady lacks: an interest in E,he'human

predicamentr' a divination of it and a semi-cynical helpfulness about. it"
(Sharp 155).

The methodical unmasking of Mrs. Newsome continues with Strether's

comment that Mrs. Newsome "hasn't moreover your courage on the question

of conEact. rf she had come it r,¡ould have been to see the person

herself"(95). StreLher's qualificaLion of his comparison of Maria as

having courage, while Mrs. Nev¡some has exart.ation, "a very different

thing"(95) reveals SLreÈher's ar,rareness and understan¿ing. It is Maria

r¿ho accurately interprets Èhe difference and verbalizes the limits of

Mrs. Ner¿some's capacity Eo understand; "you say that, onry Eo patch me up-

-Eo cover the nudity of my want of exalE.ation. I am neither one nor the

other. r've mere battered indifference. r see that what you mean is
that if your friend had come she v¡ould take great vier.¡s, and the great

views, to put it simply would be too much for her"(96). The word

"exaltation" used by Strether to describe Mrs. Ner¡some's atE.itude to

questions of cont.act clearly relates Eo the earlier characterization of

her as Queen Elizabeth. Mrs. Ner¡some is like Queen Elizabeth in her

inflexibility. Maria penetrates Mrs. Newsome's claim to moral
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superioriLy by describing her as "a moral sr^rell"(102). She can see that

the sanctimonious attiLude of che woman is a necessary tool to control

others as she judges and condemns. Maria's carefully directed quest.ions,

emanating from intelligence and insight, elicit the desired information

in which Maria perceives money E.o be the root. of Mrs. Ner.¡some's power.

Maria's role as revealer of the Mrs. Ner¡some realit,y relies heavily

on her ability Eo extract informaEion from Strether which she interprets.

The power of her inLuiLion and insight helps Maria uncover and see Èhe

reality beneath t.he words and evasions. This is particularly eviden!

in Maria's persistent questions about. whether or not Mrs. Newsome has

money. His reply that, "There's money, Eo very large amounts,,(96),

seems to confirm for Maria that Mrs. Newsome controls StreE.her by

"providing all the money"(101), f.or his 'Review'. For Maria, the

apparent pervasive use of money to create an image of generosity is

suspect. Her po\^/er to recognize thaÈ she musE uncover the vital

information of the source of the Newsome fortune to see Mrs. Newsome in

the righE perspective is evident. Revelation by SEreEher that the source

of the Newsome wealth, "r¡as not parEicularly noble"(98), illuminates for

Maria vrhaÈ she interprets as "the shame"(99). The v¡himsical tone of

SErether's attempt to rationalíze away Maria's conclusion, "But rnrhere and

when is 'the shame'--where is any shame --Eo day? The men r speak of--

they did as every one does; and (besideå being ancient history) it v¡as

all a matter of appreciation"(99) indicates the double consciousness

alluded to at the beginning of the novel and shor¿s the frusEration he

feels. The conEradict.ion that arises in Strether about t.he source of E.he

money is alleviaEed by what he perceives as Mrs. Newsome's generous
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philanthropy. His conclusion E.hat "her money is spent, her 1ife

conceived and carried on with a large beneficence"(99), seems to ease the

conflict because iE demonstraEes for him a generosiEy thac is admirable

and wonderful. However, Maria's ability co see the real Mrs. Newsome

behind Ehe philanchropic facade is apparenL: "hor¿ intensely you make me

see her!"(99) Maria recognizes St.rether's uncertain vision of Mrs.

Newsome, and her goal is to help StreEher see the reality more clearly.

I'Jhen Maria exerEs relentless pressure on StreEher to d.iscover the

truth of the publicat.ion of "The Review", a small magazine on r¿hich

Strether's name appears, she intends to reveal Ehe truth abouE, Mrs.

Newsome's philanthropic facade. Maria astutely recognizes EhaE this

token gesture byMrs. Newsome is merely a method of controlling Strether,

and is in a sense, Mrs. Newsome's way of ',expiaEion of $rrongs"(gg). As

a fasE-fingered compositor, Maria sees ç¡ith pov/er beneath the surface

of magnanimous gestures, and. reveals Ehe way Mrs. Newsome manipula¡es

those in her grasp by her accurate interpretation; "The way it works you

needn't tel1 me!--is of course Ehat you efface yourself"(100). This

revelation produces a profound effect in streÈher who objects, but at

last speaks candidly, "r beg your pardoa--that's exactly what r do put

it on for. rt's exactty Ehe thing Ehat lm reduced to doing for myself.

ït seems to rescue a Iittle, you see, from the wreck of hopes and

ambiEions, the refuse-heap of disappoinlments and failures, my one

presenE,able IitEle scrap of an identiEy"(101). Strether,s confession

uncovers for Maria t.he frusEration he feels, and the reality of his value

to Mrs' Nevzsome. Segal would consider Strether's discourse to be a

reflection of the "existential Eheme of the'too late'experience" that
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oEher disillusioned Jamesian characEers exhibit (Segal 2). The

expression of this 'American Romantic'poinE of vier¿ sets the tone for

Maria's sympaE.hetic response. The generosity of her spirit cannot allow

strether to accept r"rhat she perceives as gross manipulation by Mrs.

Nevrsome. Hor¿ever, she astuLely covers her intentions by warning him to,

"close wiEh her...before you lose your chance',(101). Although Maria

appears to be urging streE,her to marry Mrs. Newsome quickly before he

loses his chance, the reader is aware of Maria's ulterior motive: if she

is to win sErether for herself, she must make him see the real Mrs.

Newsome. Maria is fully aware that SErether's dependence on Mrs. Newsome

threatens to subvert her or¿n intentions.

Maria's probing reveals that 'The Revier,¡' is merely Mrs. Newsome's

"tribute to the ideal"(101), and t.hat SErether as editor is, "just

sweetly ignored"(101). The insignificance of St,relher's position with

Mrs. Ner.¡some is apparent. Maria quickly recognizes that strether's

future depends almost entirely on Èhe outcome of his mission. she

perceives Ehat t.he mission is a E,est for Strether and that his reward is

Ehe hand of Mrs. Nev¡some. The implications of such a union d.o not escape

Maria. She sees Strether's inregrity in his reluctance to share Ehe

inLimate details of his life, but Maria also recognizes Èhat if she is

Eo fulfil her inEentions she must persist. The extent of Maria's

intervenEion in the hero's rife emerges as he lifts the last veil by

telling Maria "t.he very secret, of the prison-house"(102). The choice of
words seems ironic, but. Maria takes them very seriously as revealing the

unhappy situation in which Strether finds himself. Maria is well arrare

of streEher's tenuous siLuation and uses. her power to help him see Mrs.
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Newsome and his mission more clearly.

Maria's abiliEy to reveal Ehe facts about Mrs. Ner¿some prod.uces

disconcert.ing images for the hero, but prepares him to face Ehe reali¡y

of his mission. strether begins Eo realize, wiEh Maria's herp, that he

cannot be completely detached from the significance of his mission. !'Ihen

he acknor¿ledges to Maria that he has "everyE.hing"(108) to lose if he does

not succeed in his mission, StreEher is expressing his sense that the

mission has important implicacions for his fulure. Hor.rever, the true

success of Maria's intervention and power used Eo help Strether see Mrs.

Ner¡some clearly is not apparent until he receives the blunÈ and imperious

command, "come back by t.he first ship!" (296) rnis command confirms

for him the extent of Mrs. Newsome's cont.rol and he decides, "r won,t

budge" Q96) .

Maria's inEervenEion and povTer in revealing Ehe reality of Mrs.

Ner¡some has prepared Strether to meet Marie de Vionnet. Maria has

successfully mediated the transition from Mrs. Newsome to the nevr facts

about European qromen t.hat SLrether will encounter when he meets Marie.

She has fulfilled her function as agent for change by preparing SErether

for Europe.

III

THE NATURE OF VIRTUE

The po!üer t.hat emanates from Maria's character seen in Ehe

compositor imagery seems to become more evident when we examine her role

as revealer of "the virtue" in the Chadfi(arie de Vionnet relationship.
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Her task is to challenge streEher's "parti pris" about European women and

morality, and clarify Ehe meaning of'the virtue'r¡hich confronEs the

hero. Maria's intuitive ability to perceive r"¡haE, lies beneath Ehe

surface is particularly imporL.ant in her role as revealer. she

undersEands the mulCiple meaning of the v¡ord "virt.ue" E.hat goes beyond

the Nev¡ England definition based on a pure life. Her function is to

discredit SE.rether's notions about 'the woman' which he has received

from Mrs. Ner¿some. To accomplish this Maria proposes alternative views

of the l¡¡omân to help SLrether see Ehat there exist other points of viev¡

about virtue and morality. rn additiön, she helps strether in his

inquiry into the realiEy of Chad and the nature of his relationship with

the European vtoman. Maria's intention is Eo illuminate t,he facts for

strether, then to encourage him to judge for hirnself the complex

definition of virtue.

Maria's calculating, but generous attitude reflects Ehe power of

her commitment to strether's change. ultimaÈeIy, the knowled.ge will

unmake Strether's moral calculus. He will no Longer be able to see

virtue in iEs simple sense. Maria's goal in illuminating 'the virt.ue'

is to help SErether see that Ehe definiEion extends Eo qualities of

spirit such as generosity, loyalty, kindness and selflessness. These

qualiEies of spirit appear Eo be part, of whaL sicker sees as James's

definition of love: "Love, James realized, qras not only Ehe most intense

of human experience, bur also the most complex; it involved not simply

sexual desire, but creation, self-deception, and self-torture as v¡elI"

(Sicter 19). Maria's powerful imagination exerts genE.le buE, persuasive

influence on Stret,her as she forces him to examine his attiLudes about
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vomen and his mission. I^Iith her inEentions firmly in hand, Maria

confronts Ehe problem by laying bare the New England animus against T^romen

and sexuarity: "Are you quite sure she's very bad for him?(93) Maria's

quest,ions challenge the very basis of sLrether's "part.i pris": that

European women are evil and a corrupEing influence on naive American

young men. As she questions strether's judgement of the rroman, "rf

you're satisfied, that's all t.hat's required. r mean if you're sure you

are sure; sure it won't do"(93), Maria forces him to entertain the

possibility that he may be wrong.

Maria inEelligently offers SLrether reasonable alEernat.ives about

the outcome of chad's involvement: "one is E.hat he may have got

brutalized.. The other is thar he may have got refined"(104). By

projecting alEernat.ives, Maria is declaring that 'the woman' cannot be

judged wíËhout the fact.s and it is possible that she may be a good one.

Maria's strategy shovrs her power as . she manipulates streÈher to

reconsider the moral aegis of his mission. I,lhen Maria blunt 1y

discredits his premise, "oh r don't know. one never does - does one?

one can only judge on the facLs. yours are guite ne!¡ to me"(93), she

urges StreE,her Eo analyze more carefully the facts lhaE he encount.ers.

Her abilicy to draw from SLrether himself lhe notions r¡hich do noE sEand

up and E.o lead him direcEly or indirectly to the t.ruth has a powerful

effect on strether. Maria's repeated warnings to "consider her and judge

her only in Chad"(1BB), press Strecher t.o consider carefully his view of

the woman he thought of as a "mere wretch" chad had picked up. Maria

\^rants Stret,her Eo keep an open mind about the r"Toman who may even be

"excellent" Her efforLs challenge his imagination, but present a
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problem because Ehis ner¿ viev¡ of the 'wicked r¡roman' does noE "suit his

book"(i80). The view seems to contradicE the Ner"r England morality wich

which he has undertaken his mission. Maria's power is evident as she

presents argumenE, upon argument !o convince Strether that a liason with

a European woman need not be 'wicked'.

Maria's knowledge of human nature and her understanding of

stret.her's moral scheme appear to be the source of her power as she

challenges his not.ions abouL eromen and sexuality. Maria Eactfully

clarifies the apparent inconsistencies that arise. For instance, she

inE.erpreEs the inconsistency of chad's denial of the r.roman; "she's too

good to admir! Don't you see hov¡ she account.s for him"(179). Maria's

powerful imagination, t.ogether r¿iEh her experience, allows her to arrive

at a soluE.ion Ehat praises raÈher E.han condemns the 'r.ricked woman'.

However, even Ehough she does admiE Ehat chad's silence is in

consideration of the woman, Maria can see a problem; "There's a hitch.

Ït's the effort to sink her"(180). This revelation profoundly affecE.s

Strether because once again he must face the possibility that he may be

lrrong in his judgement: "After all she has done for him?,,(181) As Maria

forces Strether Eo see that Chad may noE be as good as StreÈher thinks,

she is gradually revealing the facLs that contribute t.o the definition

of virtue.

Maria accurately divines the purpose of streEher,s mission, "r seem

Lrith this freedom, you see, to have guessed Mr. chad. He's a young man

on whose head high hopes are placed at l,Ioollet.t. A young man a wicked

r'7oman has got hold of and v¡hom his family over there have sent you oug

to rescue"(93). She expresses in these few sentences lhe complex
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elements of Stret.her's embassy. Maria's insight lays bare the elements

that t¡iI1 allor¿ her to see Ehe extent of Strether's self-deception. As

the composiEor, Maria depends for her poqrer on her ability Eo obtain all

Ehe facts so thaE. she can know r.¡here to apply pressure on Strether E.o

change. The importance of having Strether see Chad clearly becomes the

focal poinE. of Maria's discourse: "Don't make up your mind. There are all

sorts of things. You haven't seen him aI1"(180). She knovrs Ehat Strether

musE, be made as¡are of the various factions who will attempt to persuade

him t,o accept a point of vier¿ based on appearances. As Higgins suggests,

Strether has been influenced by Miss Barrace and Litcle Bilham's

"diplomatic campaign designed Eo correct StreEher's negative view of

chad's European life" (Higgins 161). Maria is ar.rare of the conspiracy

and urges Strether to suspend judgement until all the facts are examined.

vJiEh this advice Maria prepares the hero Eo face t.he "vivid facEs"

(Veeder, 360, Preface Eo The Ambassadors) Ctrat may threaten his deep

moral principles. strether begins to see, with Maria's help that, "they

had arranged--?"(151) everyLhing from the beginning. Maria compretes

Strether's sentencer"Every move in the game. And Ehey've been arranging

ever since. He IBilham] has had every day his little telegram from

Cannes"(151).

conspiracy.

This confirms for SErether the possibility of a

Evidence of streEher's growing insighr begins in Maria's "pirates

cave" when the hero discusses wiEh her his encounter with Little Bilham.

The import.ance of this discussion reveals a new ar¡¡areness in StreLher.

He now admits he has been "on the lookout for facts"(L44). However, he

is puzzled by Bilham's words, "Awful, you know, as Chad is"(144). The
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effectiveness of Maria's power Eo influence Strether is measured by his

willingness Eo now quesEion ambiguous statements such as Bilham's.

However, the change i s I imi ued. Her comment. , "['lel I , whaE more more do

you want"(I44), seems to elude t.he hero. Maria's patience is enormous

as she exerts pressure on Strether E,o consider Ehe facts, "Decent. men

don't go to Cannes r¡iEh t.he--r¡ell \,rit.h the kind of ladies you mean"(I44).

By avoiding a direcE challenge to Strether's opinions Maria skillfully

discredits his premise by leading him to recognize other possibilities.

she points t.o an alE.ernative, "He must have gone alone. she can't be

wit.h him"(145). The po\^rer of her suggestion focuses on yet another

alternaE.ive which remains unspoken. Nicola Bradbury points out Ehe

significance of the unspoken: "James uses degrees of silence and

outspokenness as Ehe first marks of personality in this highly articulate

socieLy; but iE is the particular point of reticence which finally

distinguishes moral characEer" (Bradbury 26). For the iniciated of

Maria's circle, Ehe use of nuances, gestures and silence form a complex

system of communication. Yeazell and Krook confirm Ehe naLure of t.he

esoEeric vocabulary that is open to only members of "homogeneous closely-

knit social groups" (YeazelL 72, Krook 151). The power of her ability

to assess human naE.ure allows Maria to feel confidenL E.hat Strether will

eventually understand this exclusive vocabulary. The implication of

Maria's discourse is thaE, the r¿oman Chad is involved r¡ith is respectable

enough Eo go wirh him to cannes. The pov¡er of her intelligence is

evident. She knows perfectly well Ehat this man is also intelligent, and

Ehar she must use tact to help him see the many aspects of the issues he

now faces.
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Maria's task as revealer of "the virt.ue" becomes more difficulc

r¿hen Chad comes into view. StreEher's apparent overT¡rhelming surprise at

the change in this young man brocks his ability to see clearly. chad

presenEs a completely different picture E.han Strether expects. Because

StreE.her is so E.aken with this nel/r edition of Chad, he needs Maria to

interpret t.he new facEs he discovers from Bilham. Maria's impatience

v¡ith Strether's inability to penetrate r¿haE she sees as obvious is

revealed by her "dismay at his dimness" ( 179) . The po\¡rer of her

knowledge, in which she sees the chadÆarie situation for whaË it is,

appears to make Maria insensitive to StreE,her's inability to see beyond

the "fathomless medium"(181) of Chad's manner. She applies overt pressure

on streE,her Lo look beyond the surface appearances r^rhen she says, "r've

knor"m nothing but whaL ilve seen, and r v¡onder that you did not see as

much. rt v¡as enough to be with him there--"(179). The effect of her

sarcasm forces Strether to modify his position by acknowledging that

there mighE be someone of importance in Chad's life: "I'm talking of some

person who in his present situaEion may have held her ovm, mây really

have counEed"(179). Maria's warning Eo Strether that Chad's "not as good

as you Ehink," (181) fails to convince Èhe hero unLiI after he meets

Marie de vionneË. Later, sE.rether admits t.o Maria, "He's not in the

least the case r supposed; he 's quiEe another case"(zgg).

The direcL challenge Èo SLreLher's moral calculus arises from the

inEroduction of the words, "virtuous attachment,, used by Bilham to

describe the Chad/Marie relationship. At chis crucial point Maria's

porter to inf luence SErether Eakes a ne\¡r direcEion. I.lhen confronted \rith

his questions abouE. the meaning of the words Maria becomes evasive. The
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curious assurance by Maria thaE. the r,¡ords will serve (188) suggescs an

evasion that borders on decept.ion, YeazeLl sees t,his kind of concealment

as "epistemological vertigo" that grants no secure posit.ion from r¿hich

to judge the moral or even factual t.ruE.h of r¡hat is being said"(Yeazell

71). t'Ihereas Maria's previous sE.rategy eras Eo conf ront. Strether's

confusion v¡ith insighE and interpreLaLion; she now refuses to help. The

artful manner in which Maria avoids committ.ing herself to t.he

clarification of Ehe definiEion shoqrs her power to wiEhhold whaL she

chooses. This kind of reticence shor¡s Mania's cauEious nature r¡hen faced

r.¡ith facts that, now may compromise her relationship v¡ith StreEher.

Maria's discourse "controls E.he Eerms of Ehis dialogue, revealing nothing

of her or"m suspicions" (Yeazelf 73). FurLhermore, cluttering Ehe issue

\"riE,h the suggesE.ions of who might be the person in question serves to

confuse StreEher further. Finally, Ylaría, the woman who throughout t.he

novel to this point had "knov¡n everything," nov¡ retreats in fuzzy

ambiguiEy wiE,h an evasive response, "r don't pretend t.o knor,¡ anything

about it. Everything is possible. lle musE see." (193) The choice of

intangibre rrords such as "pretend", "anyE.hing", "i8", and "everyEhing,'

are intended co remain ambiguous and reveal nothing. However, Maria does

knowr, and she uses ambiguiry Eo avoid -revealing more than she feels

necessary. AmbiguiEy and concealment are ways for Maria to escape

commiEEing herself about issues that mighL put her interests at risk.

Now Èhat Ehe mysE.ery \¡roman is reveared she realizes that she may be

called upon "to betray his IStrether's] confidence" (Sharp 166) because

of her former association v¡it.h Marie de Vionnet. The conflict of

inEerest forces her Èo wiEhdraç¡ inLo ambiguit.y and allow StreEher to find
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out for himself the truLh abouL t.he 'virtuous attachment' .

Maria's decision to leave after t,he identity of "the r^roman" is

revealed shor¿s jusu how tenuous her control is r^zhen faced r,rith truths

thaE. might expose her vulnerabiliEy as exponenE. of 'virtue'. Comments

such as, "You must take E.hings as Ehey come. Besides ilm noE afraid for

myself . . . I trust. her. There' s noE,hing she' l1 say about. me. In f act.

there's nothing she can.... Yes---there r^re are. VJe're abyssss"(226),

reveals Maria's uneasiness and fear of being compromised by Marie.

Because she guesses the circumst,ances of Marie de Vionnet's relationship

with Chad, Maria must choose evasion over disclosure and eventually even

departure from the field to proEecE herself. Sharp accurately poinEs to

Maria's fear: "rn the light of fuLure development, an unexpressed fear

is seen to be mingled in her reason for leaving"(sharp 166). This fear,

I believe, is associated r¿ith her intuitive sense thaE. she may have Eo

choose between betraying StreEher or being disloyal to her school friend.

The cosL of her evasions is revealed in rhe second half of the novel.

The power she has overtly exerted on Strether thus far novr takes on a new

dimension of uncerE,ainty and ambiguity. No longer does Maria challenge

Strether; instead she exhorts him, "You must f ind out r " or "l^Ie must

see"(193).

Her role as expositor of the "virtue" has been undermined by her

or¿n fears Èhat the revelation might jeopardize what she perceives as her

intimate relat.ionship r¡ith StreEher. She realizes if she does not

leave, she might be perceived as a collaborator of Ma.dame de Vionnet

against StreEher. In Chaprer 2 of Book Eleventh, Maria confesses her

reason for leaving Paris, "r dashed off, as you say, so as not to have
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the confusion of being E.here if Marie de Vionnet should Eell you anything

to my deErimenE"(441). The ambiguity of Maria's statement indicates her

reluct,ance to become involved in what she sees as an unpleasanE siEuation

in vrhich she would be forced to choose between her loyalty Eo Marie de

Vionnet and Strether. Sharp contends Maria's divided loyalties appear

Eo have forced her int.o the unfortunate role of having Eo keep from

Strether the truth about her departure (Sharp 166). In the final

encounter between Maria and Strether, Ehe t.rut.h is revealed, "I didn't

want to have to lie for her"(492). The choice has meanE she has had co

r¡ithhold the truth from Strether and ultimately risk jeopardizing the

relaLionship she seems Eo hope will develop into a serious one.

Ironically, the relaEionship ends r¿ith Maria's paEheEic assurance:

"There's nothingr you know, I r,¡ou1dn't do for you"$I2).

The power E.hat Maria exerts in her role as exegete of the word

'virtue' can be vier¿ed in t\"lo vrays : ( 1) She has succeeded in f orcing

Strether to face his self-deception abouE European r^7omen; (2) Maria has

allowed SEreLher to discover for himself t.he truEh about the "virtuous

attachment".

The sources of her power have been.shor¿n, noL only in her physical

appeal, but more importanEly, in her characEer and her humanity. She

patiently guides Strether Co a new appreciation of Europe's social and

moral standards. Furthermore , l(aría prepares Strether to face Ehe

meaning of Ehe 'virE.uous attachment' . Hor¡ever, when Maria's loyalties

are challenged, she chooses to leave and to trust SÈrether to his osTn

devices, because she knows that his capacity for ful1 knowledge is equal

to or beEter than her o$rn, a fact. she admits on her return from Mentone:
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,,My absence has helped you....It was my calculation, and I'm justified'

You're not r¿here you were....You can go of yourself"(296)' Maria's power

is a contrast to Ehe kind of controL exerted by Mrs. Newsome who would

prevenE SErether from exercising his om free will if she could' Maria's

poner is used in quite a different vray. She advises Strether Eo examine

and learn all the facts about issues, but allovs him to judge for

himself. Maria's selfless influence on sErether has helped him Eo see

clearly, but has ulEimately ended her chances of marriage' Maria's

character has been significant unEil Book Sixth when Marie de Vionne¡

takes the stage r,¡iCh StreEher. Maria's descenE into evasion and ambiguity

in Ehe face of pressure exerted by Strether for the truEh, shaEters her

hopes of ever capturing him for herself. In addition, the rise and fall

of the character's importance is a narrative device used Eo shor¿ hor'¡ the

initiaÈed hero is norv prepared Eo face all the facts and, as Sharp points

out, to leave him fully exposed to lhe influence of the famous mysterious

lroman (Sharp 167). Maria plays her role as intermediary with panache and

succeeds in preparing Strether to deal with a European femme du monde'



Chapter 2

LII,fTTATIONS IN HARIA GOSTREY'S POI.¡ER

Limitations in Maria's power are expressed on tvro levels in this

novel. The first level is at the story.level (defined as a collecEion

of things EhaE happen in the r¿ork IHolman 511 ] ) in which Maria

intuitiveLy reaLizes EhaE her power over Strether is diminishing and that

ulLimately she will not succeed in capturing him for herself. On the

second level, Maria's limitation is irnplied in her role as narrative

device to fulfill the expressional needs James intends. This limit I

contend creates confusion because of the apparenE por¡rer of this character

who appears as agent for change in Ehe first half of the novel. James

admits t.hat he had Eo work hard to keep "such an agent as Maria Gostrey"

from overstepping t.he bounds of form and figure needed for scenic

consistency (Veeder , 372, Preface to The Ambassadors). The confusion

contributes to lhe difficulty in appre_hending the source of Maria's

polrer. As shor^m in Chapter One, her povrer appears Eo be significant in

the early portions of the novel, and seems to challenge the author's

professed intention of Maria as mere ficelle (Veeder, 372, Preface to The

Ambassadors). James perhaps addresses the issue of Maria's power when he

explains:

The 'ficelle' character of the subordinaLe party is as

artfully dissimulated, t.hroughout., as may be, and Eo Ehat

ext.ent EhaE r¿ith the seams or joints of Maria Gostrey's

osLensible connectedness Eaken parEicular care of, duly

52
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smoothed over, that is, and anxiously kept from showing as

'pieced onr' this figure doubEless achieves , aft-er a fashion,

something of rhe dignity of a prime idea: which circumstance

but shows us afresh how many quit.e incalculable bur none the

less clear sources of enjoyment for the infatualed artist,

how many copious springs of our never-to-be-slighted 'fun'

for the reader and critic susceptible to contagion, ffiây sound

their incident.al plash as soon as an arE.istic process begins

to enjoy free development". (Veeder, 373, preface to The

Ambas sadors ) .

James appears Eo have been a$rare of the difficulty and couches his

concerns in language t.hat implies a deliberate manipulation to 'add

interest'and 'fun' for the reader. Perhaps Professor Robin Hoople more

accurately point.s to the source of the difficulty when he suggests, in

his discussion of E.extual icons, t.hat "his IJames's ] skills r^ras not a

verbal display of impressive language so much as a means of confronting

his reader vrith the bewilderment of compet.ing claims for attent.ion"

(Hoople 4I9). The search for the irreducible r,¡hich concerns James is

reflected in Ehe multiplicity of moral and social issues dealt with in

The Ambassadors. It is precisely Ehe compeLing claims of the mulciple

ambassadors that make Maria appear more prominent in her role. CerE.ainly,

the evidence confirms t.hat Maria, as the reader's friend and moral index,

must stand out in the crowd as a strong and competent guide to lead

Strether through t.he maze of conflicEing issues and embassies. However,

when Strether's development reaches a point. v¡here he is able to decipher

for himself the confusing facEs of Europe, Maria's funcLion as a powerful
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i s clear Ehat

is reduced.

as Strether's por¡rer gror¡rs and

I

LIHITS TO HARIA'S POI.IER ON THE STORY LEVEL

In The Ambassadors Maria's por¡rer to inf luence Strether is f eIt

almost. from Ehe moment of her inEroduction at t.he fnn in ChesEer. She

picks up the man from l,Ioollett and convinces him Eo accept her as his

guide to Europe. From that moment. onward to Book sixth, Maria prays a

prominent role in Strether's life as she lit.erally takes him in hand.

Although the story is told from Strether's point of view, it seems Maria

occupies an imporE.ant place near centre stage. She probes and. analyzes,

interpreEs and reveals t.he truth E.hat Iies behind the puzzling elements

of Strether's double consciousness. Her role as confidante is confirmed

in Book second. sharp concludes: "He had already'given himself up' Eo

her and she had taken over Ehe'job'of his probrem before they lefc

Chester"(Sharp I52). This criE.ic also sees the theatre scene as seEt.ing

"the seal upon his commitment" (Strarp 152). However, at Book Sixth a

change occurs that coincides r¿ith the inE.roducEion of t.he mysterious

"wicked" I^roman. Sharp concludes, "The moment Maria Iearns the idenLity

of the lady, she withdraws from the scene in order !o let St,rether'find

out' for himself" (Snarp 764). IE appears tha¡ Maria's withdrar¿al is

necessary Eo give SErether room to exercise his or"m posrers of observation

and imagination. She has prepared Strether to confronË the confusing

array of ambassadors lhat he will encounter in paris, and now, her 'job'
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as guide seems to have ended. t^Jith the disclosure of che idencity of the

mystery T¡roman, Maria's role appears to change.

0nce again Sharp accurately describes the probLem as the hero

stands poised betv¡een tr,¡o r¡omen: "Maria in deference to discretion and,

ultimately, Eo loyalty to SE.reLher, has withdravrn from Ehe field" (Strarp

L66). Maria's action emanates also from an "unexpressed fear" that she

may be compromised by the necessity of divulging the truth abouE Ehe

"virtuous attachment". Her role as powerful confidante, aE this point,

is abandoned momentarily Eo avoid the danger of compromise. Her decision

to leave for Mentone produces E\ro distinct effects: First, there is a

limitation of her po$rer over Strelher in which "Now she mainly figured

for him as buE parL of the bristling total....She had decked him out for

others, and he saw at this poinE, at leasE. nothing she r"rould ever ask

for"(304). In a sense her departure is a Eest which will determine

r¡hether or not Strether has learned to see. In the first half of the

novel Maria has exert,ed a powerful influence on Strether as she helps him

become a$rare of the false positions from which he has operated. Maria

has worked hard to prepare Strether for lhe confrontations and challenges

he is now meeting. She has stimulate¿ fris imaginaEion and illuminated

different perspectives E,o prepare him E.o view "the vivid facts" that

would challenge his "moral scheme", so Ehat he might be able to gain on

his or.rn a "liberal appreciat.ion of Ehem"(Veeder,367, preface to The

Ambassadors). The service is accomplished and Maria must noqr allor¡

Strether to exercise the pol,rer of his osrn perceptions and imagination.

This greater reliance on his or¿n polrers of discernment and imagination

challenges st,ret.her to face the "ne\.r and more engaging bend of Ehe
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road"(245) and leads to his event.ual shift in ambassadorial service from

Mrs. Ner¿some to Marie de VionneL.

Secondly, Ehe withdrar¿al marks the'point at r¿hich Maria must. face

Ehe failure of her personal goal Eo figure more prominently in Stret.her's

affecrions. The alEered relaÈionship is expressed by the narrator: "His

relaE,ion wich Maria as well was, sE,rangely enough, no longer quite the

same; thi s truth. . . had come up betr¿een t.hem on Ehe rener¿al of Eheir

meetings"(303). Strether has Èried his legs and has learned t,o "toddle

alone" Q96), and Maria's power over stret.her seems to gradually

dimini sh.

The appearance of Marie de Vionnet and Strether's subsequent

infatuaLion wiEh her as someone "romanE,ic for him far beyond what she

could have guessed"(2zs), is fuered by the effect of her apparent

helpressness and need for him. rt is apparenE that the sensiEive,

imaginative man who once needed and $las attracted Eo Maria Gostrey's

porter and knor,rledge has become more sophisticated, and now he feels and

responds to Marie's need for him. Sicker substantiates the roman¡ic

infatuation but adds that the demands of previous relations "prevent him

from loving Madame de Vionnet with the unbridled intensity necessary for

telepathic communication"(Sicker I24) .

As l,Iaymarsh accurat.ely perceives, it is Maria v¡ho cares: "above all

there's no doubt she does love StreEher"(343). However, despiEe Ehe

close and inEimate relationship they enjoy, SErether responds to Madame

de Vionnet. Once again, StreE.her's growth is evidenL and shows Ehat, he

is now able to entertain loyalLies at many levels. The complexiEy of

multiple loyalries may account for his unwillingness Eo yield completely
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to Maria's affections. The metaphor Ehat now explains their relationship

is Ehat of the small cup at the spout of her pail now rareLy touched, and

indicat.es the limiEs of Maria's influence. It also illuminates the

touching basis of their relationship. Maria provides the guidance and

sympaEhy thaÈ StreEher needs as he is about to face the confusion of

ambassadors' However, afLer Book Sixth this intuitive and imaginaEíve

woman can see the limits of her influence on Strether. Sharp expresses

the limits of Maria's power, "in t.he diminishing role of the listener who

is 'out of it"'(Sharp 173). She also concludes that this decline in which

SÈrether expresses his sorrow aE Maria's-being out of it, is James's way

of paying homage ro his bri11ianE ficelle (Sharp 173).

Maria quickly assesses r,rhaE. she perceives as an alt.ered order. As

a "secondary elemenE."(304) Maria consents "to the shrinkage r¡ith the

perfecE,ion of tact"(304), and injecÈs an element of pathos into the

novel. The aÌ¡/areness of her pathetic, almost helpless siEuaËion is

expressed by the narrator: "She had decked him out for others, and he sar¿

at this poinL aE leasE, not.hing she would ever ask for. She only r¿ondered

and quest.ioned and Iistened, rendering him the homage of a wistful

speculation....he v¡as clearly far beyond her, and she must prepare to

lose him"(304). The Eouching scene is a reversal of an earlier order

when it vas Strether who "listened and wondered" (66). The cup metaphor

expresses the limits of Maria's power, buE iE is the narrator's conunents

vhich show hovr Strether responds to E.he new order. His at¡racE.ions for

her arose out of need for her strength and nor"¡ she is no longer needed.
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I,ÍARIA AS IMPOSED NARRATIVE DEVICE

ÛJhen James ident.ifies Maria GosErey as ficelle he is imposing upon

Ehe character constrainEs which define the specific limits of her

effectiveness. As ficelle, the character must remain more or less wiEhin

the bounds of the definition of an exposiEory device that belongs to the

work "but indirectly" (Veeder, 296, prer.ace to The portrait of a Lady).

rn this Preface, James discusses the way in which he arrives at his

'story'. He differentiates beÈv¡een the subject which he calls "the

donne" as the centre of interesE. direcE.ly influencing the essence of the

narrative, and the subordinate cast of characEers, including ficelles,

who contribute both directLy and indirectly Eo the treatment of the

subject. BuE in The Ambassadors one is EempEed to draw the conclusion

that Maria Gostrey is more than mere ficelle. Yeazell criticizes James

for being "disingenuous about both Maria's power and his or^m" (Yeazell

7I), r,¡hen he argues thaL Maria is merely "an enrolled, a direct aid t.o

lucidity" (veeder , 372, preface to The' Ambassadors). The por¡rer she

wields over StreLher until Book Sixth suggests a more prominent role as

agent for change, because she "imposes interpretat.ions as much as she

uncovers truE.hs" (YeazetI 71). Hov¡ever, close analysis of James's method

reveals E,haE Maria is not Ehe centre, nor t.he subjecr, but she does

contribuLe direccly Eo the treatment of Èhe subject. James sE,ates

clearly in The Preface to The Ambassadors EhaE his subject "is in Lambert

st,rether's irrepressible outbreak to 1ittle Bilham on the sunday

afternoon in Gloriani's garden, Ehe candour wiEh which he yields, for his
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young friend's enlightenmenE, to Ehe charming admoniEion of that. crisis.

The idea of the tale resides indeed in the very fact that an hour of such

unprecedented ease should have been felt by him as a crisis, and he is

at pains Eo express it for us as neat. ly as rrre could desire. The remarks

to which he thus gives uEterance contain the essence of L@ÞêS-gê-d-eÉg"

(Veeder,361,, Preface t,o The Ambassadors). CLearLy, James inEends thaE

the ful1 weight. of Ehe essence of the novel should resE. firmly on

SE.rether's shoulders, and Ehat all other characEers must of necessity

contribute to Ehe supporE, of che central character. James explains quice

clearly his method:

the major propriety, recognized as soon as really weighed;

that of employing but one cenEre and keeping it all wiuhin

my hero's compass. The thing r.ras to be so much this worthy's

intimate adventure that even E.he projection of his

consciousness upon it from beginning to end without

intermission or deviaEion r,rould probably still leave a part

of its value for him, and a fortiori for ourselves,

unexpressed.... other persons in no small numbers rdere to

people E,he scene, and each u¡ith his or her axe to grind, his

or her situation to treaE, his or her coherency not to fail

of, his or her relation to ny leading motive, in a word, to

establish and carry on. But Strether's sense of these

things, and Strether's only, .should avail me for showing them

(Veeder ,368, Preface E.o The Ambassadors).

This explanation of "other persons" cerEainly accounts for most ficelles

in James's works. But in Maria Gostrey's case, the function seems less
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straighE.-forward, and che reader must necessarily confront James's

prescription for reading his novel.

With StreE.her in full command of centre stage as the essenEial

matter of the novel, characters such as Maria Gostrey are expected Eo

contribute "everyEhing to do r¡ith the manner" of his presentation. The

question is whaE. does "everything" consisE of? l,Iayne Booth considers the

distinction between the "manner" and the "matter" of present.ation a

blurred generality in which 'the essence' Ithe matter] is confused wi¡h

the 'rhetorical'Ithe manner] of representation (Booth 102). Presumably,

the subordinate characters function as "rhetorical" figures, r.¡hile che

hero funct.ions as the essential "matt.er" of the novel. rt is this

confusion which Booth contends provides the reader r¿ith "a signally

atÈaching proposit,ion" of trying "to discover r¿here, in t.he process of

growth of James's subjects, the essent.ial'matter'Ieaves off and the

rhetorical 'manner' begins" (Boorh 102). In the sEruggle to separate the

essential "maEter" from Ehe other characters who are "necessary eiEher

for Ehe reader's comprehension or for the propulsion of E,he developing

acEion"(Booth I02), Maria's funcEion becomes blurred. Perhaps ic is Ehis

indistinct separaEion r¿hich contributes to the sense of Maria's more

substantial role in t.he early chapters of che narrative.

As expressed earlier, the passage in Book FirsE in which Maria

pours forth her confession to an amazed SE.rether seems to momentarily

present the reader v¡ith discourse that is neither from the hero's

consciousness, nor from Ehe narrator speaking for Strether. The voice

seems Èo be Maria's and the conEext of the discourse is hers as r¿ell.

Genette's theory of momentary inf.racE.ion when applied to the Jamesian
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narrative code supports Ehe notion Ehat the author occasionally breaks

his or¡n rules to achieve "interest". The implication of James's use of

Maria to express ideas about the seeming dislocation of the expatriate

in Maria's confession, seems far-reaching. rn Ehe first pLace, Maria

sees her function as "courier-maid" as a fate she has not sought.. tlhen

she says "iE has come to me"(65) Maria, perhaps, expresses the

consequence of her expat.riation Ehat has forced her t.o adopt E.he present

task. Secondly, when Maria admits "E,here's nothing I don't knorr"(60) stre

is confessing the loss of her innocence and Ehe reason she, as

expatriat.e, feels she must r¿ork hard to "put them t.hrough"(65) and send

t.hem back to America unscathed. A furLher implication seems to hover as

an unspoken È.ruth, namely, EhaE the expatriate cannot be repatriated in

the same way t,hat knowledge once gained precludes a return to innocence.

In the Jamesian et.hos, Europe is synonymous with "knowledge", v¡hiIe

America symbolizes "innocence". That. Maria has chosen to Eake Strether

in hand is particularly fascinating, because iE suggests E.hat she may be

an even more powerful femme fat.ale as. Ehe temptress who takes aÍtray

strether's innocence. on the other hand, as the compositor who "pigeon-

holed" strether, Maria may see that E.he hero, in his doubleness, may have

Ehe capacit.y and integrity to gain "knowledge" wiEhout being himself

corrupted.

Until Book Sixth Maria seems to be more lhan the rheLorical figure

who helps propel t.he developing action as she accosEs and takes Strether

in hand. Her po\.rer grows subsEanLially to almost challenge the hero's

place as centre. YeE., when we look at the manner in which Maria is

presented $te can see that most of E,he impressions of her po!/er emanate
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f rom St.rether' s oltn consciousness as Ehe centre of t.he narrative.

Through discourse and scenic presentation \re see the acE.ion develop, but

always from the point of viev¡ of strerher's mind. The Erick is played

with such finesse E,hat E,he reader, if he is not careful, can be misled

inEo confusing the ficelle r¿iEh the hero. James is ar,¡are of his success

as he proudly explains: "The 'ficelIe' charact.er of the subordinat,e part,y

is as artfully dissimulated, t.hroughout, as may be, and to that exten¡

that with Ehe seams and joincs of Maria Gostrey's osEensible

connectedness taken particular care of, duly, srnoothed over, that is, and

anxiously kept from showing as 'pieced oD', this figure doubEless

achieves, after a fashion, someE.hing of lhe dignity of a prime idea',

(veeder ,373, Preface to The Ambassadors). AE the same time James is

expressing his fear thaE. Maria is too powerful and Ehat she may indeed

have oversÈepped E.he imposed limits he inEended.

In the Preface Eo The PortraiL of a Lad)¡, James uses the metaphor

of the wheel t.o relegaEe the f icel les t.o that f unct ion: "Each of Ehese

persons is but wheels to t.he coach, neither belongs to the body of that

vehicle, or is for a moment accommodated with a seaE inside"(Veeder,296,

Preface to The Portrait of a Lady). rn che earry part of t.he novel, r

maintain t.hat Maria's power is so great Ehat if she is not "accommodated

r¿ith a seat insider"(veeder 296, preface t.o The Ambassadors) Ehen, she

is seaEed ütith the coachman as she directs the movement of Ehe vehicle.

The specific boundaries of James's definiEion of a ficelle do not allow

for the kind of polter thaÈ Maria exerts as she interpreEs and uncovers

truths in this secEion of the novel. fndeed, the por.rer of the character

to "help both Strether and the reader to see the truEh...is inseparable
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from her personal manipulation of it."(yeazell 71). The t\.ro functions

produce confusion by creating the impression of the characEer as a prime

idea. Sharp sees the enlarged function of Maria as ficelle in t.he por¡rer

she wields: "The first. aspect of her funct.ion synchronizes with Ehat. of

other ficerles: to be a listener, Eo draw exposit.ory facts from the

centre of consciousness for E,he benefit of the reader"; then, "The second

part which Maria prays is to predict the future"; and, "Thirdly, Maria

turns her power of analysis on StreE.her himself " (Sfrarp 156).

On Maria's shoulders rests not only James's declared task of

ficelle who acts as Ehe reader's friend, but also, she bears the

responsibility of educating Strether to Europe. ûlhen James calls her his

"most unmitigated and abandoned of ficelles" (Veeder 372, Preface Eo The

Ambassadors) he is endowing her r¡ith a pohrer beyond that of other

f icelles such as, I^Ia¡rmarsh, Miss stackp.ole, or the Assinghams withouE

admitting Maria E.o the rank of agent in her own right. James's creaE,ion

of Maria Gostrey as ficelle, appears Eo gro\,r beyond E.hat role to the more

prominent one of agent for change, in which her power exerE.s pressure on

the proEagonisÈ to modify his existing view about Ehe subject of his

mission. As the key scenes discussed in ChapE,er One illustrat.e, the

difficulty in pinpointing Ehe source of her por¿er seems to arise from

Maria's sErength that blurs t.he distinct.ion between that r"¡hich

contributes Eo t.he 'essence' and that r¿hich r¿orks as 'rhetoric' of the

narrative. The tension is beE.r¿een Ehe role she acLually plays and Ehe

lesser role that Ehe aut.hor imposes upon her.

Her powerful influence on the hero.E.o change his 'parti pris'abouL

his mission, and his attiLudes about Mrs. Ner"¡some, chad, and lhe 'wicked
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woman' f rom Europe are a tesE.imony Eo t.he success of María' s role.

AImost single-handedly she prepares Strether to face E.he greaE. challenge

of Marie de vionnet, the subject of a virtuous attachment, who will

present the most vivid facts thaE will threaten to dest.roy his moral

scheme. Arl E.he other ambassadors, Bilham, Miss Barrace, and chad

presenE ambiguous information E.hat Maria must clarify. By guiding him

Ehrough an examination of his relationship with Mrs. Newsome, and by

illuminaEing the dangerous practice of accepting appearances withouE

supporting facEs, Maria provides the ground r¿ork upon which Strelher can

maintain his integrit.y, Èhereby illumiirating Ehe moral ethos of the

novel. She Eeaches him t.o examine aIl the facts before making judgements

abouE r"lomen and sexuality. The power of her influence is confirmed by

StreEher's imagined conversation wiLh Maria on the Eopic of the Cheval

Blanc revelation, "[,IhaE on earth--Ehat's wha! I wanÈ. to knorn¡ now--had you

Èhen supposed?"(468) The sE.rength of her influence remains with him as

he tries to come to t.erms with the vivid facts he encount.ers. This kind

of power certainly surpasses that of mere ficelle whor"act,s in thaE

capacily alone, with exemprary devotion, from beginning to end of the

book"(Veeder 372, Preface Eo The Ambassadors).

It seems that James sensed that Maria r^ras growing beyond her role

to that of "something of the digniEy of a.prime id.ea"(Veeder 373, preface

to The Ambassadors). sharp sees Maria's removal as a device, "disguised

in Jamesian fashion" because "the ficelle suddenly becomes

superfluous"(sharp 167). However, James's explanation that she was

merely an exposiEory device which has "nothing to do with the

matter...but has everything to do r¡iUh the manner,'(Veeder 374, preface
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to The Ambassadors) seems Eo impose limits on Ehe character and causes

the reader Eo question James's explanat.ions. As seen earlier in

Chatman's analysis of James's later style, Ehe incangible vocabulary

intended to represent. E.he activity of SErether's mind accounts for the

difficulty in making clear distincLions. An examination of her career

in educating St.rether belies the lirnits imposed on her by James.

Hor¿ever, on close examination of Maria's power in terms of its effect. on

Èhe essence of the novel, it becomes clear that indeed, Maria does

contribute directly !o lhaL essence, as !¡e11 as to the illumination of

the subject by actively interpreting, manipulating, and Eo some extent

regulat.ing the amounE of information given Eo Strether to coincide wiEh

his developing ability to see. She acts as a spotlight to illuminate E.he

hero in his dance on the darkened stage. Sharp's suggestion that. Maria

"complements Ehe narrator's internal analysis of Strether's

consciousness" (Strarp 156) seems to substantiate a more elevated role for

Maria in the early sections of the narrative. Hor¿ever, after Book Sixth,

Maria seems Eo stay within Ehe confines of Jarnes's intended role for her

as ficelle. The limitaEion of Maria seems necessary to allow oEher

characters to share the stage wiLh St.rether, so that he may continue his

development to the end.



ChapEer 3

I'IARIA AS INTERMEDIARY

One of Maria GosErey's importanE functions in The Ambassadors is

to acE an intermediary betqreen New England's Mrs. Ner¿some and Europe's

Marie de VionneL. In this capacity Maria provides the transition for

Strether between the kind of power exerted by Mrs. Newsome and the kind

exert.ed by Marie de Vionnet,. Maria's position as an American expaE,riaEe,

per Sê, Iiving in Paris amply qualifies her to function in that role.

She knows the complexity of Ehe European social and moral ethos; aE Ehe

same time, Maria underst.ands the American conscience and character. More

specifically, she understands the nature of Mrs. Newsome's power.

The first indication of Mrs. Nev¡some's porrer is seen in Ehe

frequenE comparisons Strether makes betr¡een the two Tromen. For instance,

Strether sees Maria as "more thoroughly civilized"(59) and part of an

intenser civilizat.ion r¡hich he unconsciously compares to that of Mrs.

Newsome. Although this vroman is not yeE introduced, the reader senses

the presence of t.he formidable influence of Mrs Newsome, who v¡ields so

much power that she can penetrate StreEher's consciousness at every turn.

The question that arises from his rumination that Maria is "more

thoroughly civilized" (than r^rhom?) (59) shosrs EhaÈ Mrs. Newsome is f irmly

entrenched in his t.houghts, buL in his doubleness he can succumb to

Maria's seductive powers.

The later comparison of Mrs. Ner¡some as Queen Elizabeth and Maria

as Mary StuarE. is filled with implications of their respective por.rer.

66
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A brief look at boEh these queens suggests an inEeresLing similarity to

the two ladies. Queen Elizabeth, the intelligent, v¡erl educated, wise

and powerful virgin queen r,¡ho ruled with austere dignity is compared to

the more vivacious and dramatic Mary StuarE whose life was filled with

considerable intrigue and romance. The latter met her death at the hands

of the former. (141 Academic American Encyclopedia, Vol 7 IgB4) The

comparison is ironic since it \^ras Queen Elizabeth r.¡ho resist.ed the

demands for reform of the ProE.estant church by the extreme puritans.

This religious group eventually became the Ner¡ England Puritans and the

ancestors of Mrs. Newsome. DespiLe Ehe irony, the implied power in this

comparison seems related to Mrs. Newsome's polrer in which religious

orthodoxy and an undeviaLing mistrust of Europeans are the element,s that

contribute to her "parti pris". The Elizabethan ruche, a symbol of the

virgin queen, who r,¡as famous for her numerous amorous encounters, seems

to be a subtle revelat.ion of Mrs. Newsome's morar pretensions. Mrs.

Newsome's control over StreLher appears to depend more on her dangling

unspecified favors and the prospect of money than anyLhing else.

The less flattering comparison of Maria Eo Mary Stuart indica¡es

the kind of power that she exerEs upon SE.rether aü the outset of their

relaÈionship. The sexual atEracLion of the rnroman r¿ho r.¡ore "a red velvet

band" around her neck cerLainly courd conjure images of Mary stuart,

thrice married Catholic queen who bore the next king of England, James

f, from a lover, her secretary, Riccio. This comparison seems Eo relat.e

to strether's earlier reflecEions abouL Maria as "the Jesuit in

petticoaÈs"(81). The religious implications are evident. Mrs. Newsome

is the Puritan r,¡ho mistrusts and even haEes the Popish Europeans. Maria
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represenEs the liberal element, who, if she is not Catholic is aE. least

sympaÈhetic wiEh Catholicism. Mrs. Newsome's povrer cont.rols StreE.her's

sense of loyalCy even though Maria has been able Eo at.Eract his

atLention. Maria's role as mediator start.s when St.rether begins to see

her as an intelligent, confidante and Mrs. Newsome as a figure less

delicace and admirable than he had previously understood. Mrs. Newsome's

imperious demand that he, "Come back by the first ship"(296) convinces

him of her rapacious determination to c'ontrol him in the same way she

controls her family.

The subsequent discussion r¡ith Waymarsh further illuminates the

pervasive polrer Mrs. Nev¡some exerts, and illuminates Strether's

invorvement with her. l,Iaymarsh perceives Strether's anxiety and

questions the basis of his prostration: "rs she really afE.er you? rs that.

r.rhaE's behind?"(75) SErether's reply is significant and ind.icates the

extenE of the pressure he feels abou! his visit to Europe: "oh it has

occurred t,o you E.hat I'm literally running a\ray from Mrs. Newsome?."(75)

Although St.rether does not actually admit Ehat he is in fact running away

from her, the reader is left wiÈh that impression, by his silence, thaL

indeed he would run a\^tay if he could. Hîs final unfinished sent.ence aE.

the end of the second chapter in Book First, "Neither, r,¡hen it comes Eo

thaE.--"(76) foreshadows the final renunciation of Mrs. Newsome at the end

of Ehe novel. Maria's powerful insight into human nature and especially

into che kind of power E,haE Mrs. Nevrsome wields laE.er expresses Ehe

truth of the relaLionship: "r've never believedr yoü know, thaE you did

propose. I always believed it was really she--"(511). This clarifies

È.he reason t.hat Mrs. Nev¡some's persistent manipulation and exertion of
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por¡/er on Strether cause him Eo feel t.rapped by the ambiguous relationship
thaE seems more like an entanglement than an inE.imate engagement.

ÚJaymarsh expresses what Strether cannoE about. the poEenLial prize:
If you get him [Chad] you also get Mrs. Newsome?"; then later he bluncly
adds: "rf you have your ovrn man in it [the business], in other words,

you'11 marry--you personally--more *orr"r.,,(134) The uncertainty of ever

claiming the prize seems to depend on his successful mission: ,,if f miss

my errand r miss that [marriage]; and if r miss that r miss

everything."(135) These words sound like those of a desperate man, buE.

the reader, r,¡ho knor¿s of Strether's "detachmenE,'is not convinced.

Nonetheless, the effect of Mrs. Ner¿some's manipulation is meant to keep

strether off balance to ensure that he performs as she r.¡ishes.

By the time we reach Book Second, Ehe absent Mrs. Newsome's por¡rer

is evident. John carlos Rowe suggesLs that ,,many of James,s functionar
données depend upon the absence or effacement of t.he actual social and

economic authoriEies" (Rowe 123) Mrs. Newsome acts as E,he ,,covert wirr,,
that propels strether in E.he ambassadorial charge praced upon him.

However, in this section Maria helps to illuminate the details of the

woman's character and povrer, and reveals the extent of strether,s
dependence on Mrs. Newsome' This role argues againsE Rowe,s assert.ion

that Mrs. Newsome is a function of ,'strelher,s insistence upon his
independence from her ambassadorial charge', (Rowe I23). As discussed in
chapter one of this thesis, Maria uses her po\rer t.o probe the naÈure of
Mrs' Newsome's influence on Strether. The discourse reveals that Mrs.

Newsome is an attractive widow with a greaE deal of money, who rules her

family and the society of woollett r¡ith uncompromising power. she uses
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guilt to contror her children by representing herserf as a weak, high
strung \¡toman. Strether explains her condition; ,,at. any rate delicaLe
sensirive high strung. she puts so much of herself int.o everything,,(95).
The effect of her condition seems to be fert by streE.her arso.

rn addirion, she is abre to gain s.rether's royarty by dispensing

small tokens of her esteem in allor¿ing him to place his name on the cover

of "The Revier,r". I,Jith the posrer of r,¡ealth in her hands, Mrs. Newsome

appears asEute in her ability to choose her servants. Strether confirms
her power when he tells Maria that Mrs. Newsome indirectly provides ,,Ehe

presentable IittIe scrap of an identiLy,,(101) for him. According to
sicker, "this 'scrap' symbolizes his indissoluble tie to Mrs. Newsome,

to r¿hom he ovres arregiance as an editor, a fiance, and [now] a puritan
envoy" (Sicker 124)

when strether admires Maria's red ribbon across the tabre he

remembers the consequences of taking ribert.ies in extending smarl
compliments' His compliment Eo Mrs. Nevrsome v¡as immediatery pounced upon

as a decraration of love. strether's frivolous comprimenL about her
ruche reminding him of Queen Elizabeth seems t.o have caLapulted him into
a tentaEive engagement to marry. Then, the next. moment he finds himself
rePresenting Mrs. Newsome on a mission to Europe to extricate her son

from the arms of a 'wicked' French lroman. ¡lurir interpreL.s his service:
"Ah Ehen such a service as this of yours--r', r"¡hich sLrether interrupts,
"Is more for her than anything else? yes__far more,,(96). Then he admiLs

that. Mrs. Ner¿some's condition ,,does bear me up,,(96) . It appears that
Mrs. Newsome's contror emanaLes from her ability to appear herpress and

delicate while tightening her grasp on Strether.
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Mrs' Ner¡some's pervasive povrer to manipulaE.e, while emanating from

her so-calred condition, has at its root Ehe seductive por"rer of her

wealth. SLrether admit,s Eo Maria "the rooE. of the evil"(96) is money.

The evil, seems tied to strether's feering of capt.ivity. rt is this
money which she dangles before SE.relher's eyes to seduce him. However,

Strether's double consciousness contribut.es to his discomfort about

risking "everything", but only with the help of Maria, who at Ehe end of
their discussion about Mrs. Newsome, promises ,,Then you shall succeed.

And to that end I'm yours--"(108). The disclosure of Mrs. Newsome to
Maria has set strether to Ehinking about his siE.uaE.ion and he begins to
acknowledge his olrn moÈives in submitting to Mrs. Newsome,s embassy. He

recalls his past "purchase of the lemon-colored volumes,, Ehat nor¿ seem

"a symbol of hi s long grind and hi s rnTant. of odd moment s , hi s s¡ant

moreover of money, of opporEunit.y, of posit.ive dignity,,(117). His

purchase as a tribute to culture and refinement now shows the extent of
desires unfulfilled. rn a perverse way, st.re.her sees Mrs. Newsome as

his lasE chance: "the green covers Iof] "The Review', formed the specious

shelI"(117) of his entrapment.. Mrs. Newsome impresses st.re¡her by her
philanEhropy and generosity in "providing all the money"(101) for The

Revier¿' clearly, Mrs. Newsome knows how to keep st.rether happy and

quiet: she alloçrs him to place his name on the cover; his ,,little scrap

of identity"(101). The idearistic s.re.her seems to sense Ehe

insignificance of his contribution in The Review, but he also recognizes

that as Mrs. Neu¡some's ambassador he stands to gain from his
indispensable service. rt is Maria who poinLs out strether,s function:
"The way iE works--you needn't terr me!--is of course that you efface
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yourself"(100). As editor of "the Review" he musE subject himself to
Mrs. Newsome's phiranthropic zear. By crarifying the reality of Mrs.

Newsome's generosity, Maria reduces SErether's apparent inner conflict
about E.he loyalty he owes this r¡ealthy ïidow, and the guilt he feels.
she forces him Eo see Ehe woman as she really is, a,'morar swerlr,,or in
other words, a hypocriEical grasping and predatory individuar.

Maria's influence in revearing the reality of Mrs. Newsome

alleviaLes some of Strether's anxieEy about European r^romen, and allows
him to vier¿ Mrs. Ner¡some from a differenL perspective. The implications
of Maria's power seem to be directed t.o help release St.rether from the

clutches of Mrs. Newsome. There is a sense that Mrs. Ner¿some is perhaps

the real "wicked r^roman" of thi s novel as È.he extent. of her poT¡rer on

sErether is revealed. The reader is aware Ehat Maria is using her pover

to expose Ehe l¡toman, but also Eo capture strether's af f ecEions for
herself . The two \"romen seem to sharé the same motive; to capE.ure

strether's affections. But. there is a difference. Maria,s mot.ive stems

from a desire to herp sErether see his serf-decepEion, whire Mrs.

Newsome's motive appears Eo emanate from a desire to contror him. sharp

agrees that Strether "has experienced plenE,y of domination at Ehe hands

of Mrs. Ne¡¿some"(154 sharp), but in contrast. she cont.inues: ,,the

impression of his need made on Maria's keen mind is so rast.ing Ehat. her

dedication--as wilr be seen--is actuarly a toEal offering of
herself"(Sharp I57).

I'IiEh the kind of insidious polrer Ë.hat Mrs. Newsome

she can be absent in Ehe novel , yet exert, such a powerful

every character in t,he narrative is affected. For example,

's represents,

influence that

in Strether' s
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case, Mrs. Newsome holds Ëhe lasL chance for his success. For llaria,

Mrs. Ner¡some is a rival for strether's affections. For chad, Mrs.

Newsome holds the means of his fuE.ure prosperity. For Marie de Vionnet,

she has the power to end an intimate love affair r¡ith Chad. For Sarah

and Jim, she controls their very lives. For Mamie, Mrs. Ner¡some holds

che key to her future marriage. Jeanne de Vionnet and perhaps l,Iaymarsh,

seem to escape the effect of her povrer because neither is of any direct.

use to Mrs. Ner¿some.

I'lhen Marie de VionneE. appears on the scene, Maria has succeeded in
preparing SErether Eo meet E.he challenge! that Ehis ner^l Troman presents.

From the beginning, it is evident Ehat this woman's poqrer is a vivid

conErast to that of Maria Gostrey. Maria, as compositor, has performed

her function in analyzing and interpreting t.he nature of individuals and

issues to help prepare Stret.her to meet t,he other ediLor in t.he novel:

Madame de Vionnet. The editorial metaphor is a subtle device that links

strether as editor of "The Revievz", which gives him his,,scrap of

identiEy" (101), t.o Marie de Vionnet, edit,or of uhe ner^r ed.ition of Chad

Ner¿some , and a vroman who v¡i l1 evenEual ry become ,,a creature so

exploiLed"(482) .

lrlhereas Maria's power over Stret.her appears Eo emanate from her

desire Eo help him by irluminating,' inLerpreting and clarifying
incomprehensible evenEs and nuances encountered in Europe, Marie,s power

emanates from her appearance of helplessness and vulnerability in her

relaEionship ç¡iEh Chad. She needs StreLher to help her protect and keep

Chad. The power of this challenge is seductive for Strether because it
appeals to his manry need to protect the weak woman. Hor¿ever, Marie,s
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beauty and culE.ure also exert a powerful effect to aE.r.ract and fascinate

the man from woolleEE. The effect is evidenE from his comments; "At

bottom of it all for him r¿as the sense of her rare unlikeness to the

$tomen he had knor^m" (237) . The f inal evidence of chi s r¿oman' s f ragi le

circumstance appears after the disclosure in the Cheval Blanc scene, in
which it becomes clear to the reader t.hat Chad will desert her. tJhen

Strether visits Marie for Ehe lasE E.ime, he uEters the truth about Marie

and Chad's sit.uation: "you're afraid for your life,'(482). Marie breaks

dor^¡n in Eears , and sEreLher i s touched by the vroman vrho seems ,,as

vulgarly Èroubred as a maidservant crying for her young man"(4g3).

strether's ability Eo recognize Marie as a fine creature who is

vulnerable and exploiEed indicaLes Ehe extent of his developmenE. It

also reveals sEret.her's sensit.iviEy to Marie's plight. Maria Gost.rey

must take some of Ehe credit for Strether's response to Marie de Vionnet.

I^Iere it not for Maria's power to manipulate the disparate vocabulary of
New England and of Europe in such a vray as to suspend comment on the

definition of words such as "good" or "virtuous" used to d.escribe t.he

mystery r^roman, strether might not have been abre Eo see beyond their
narrovt meaning, YeazeLl concludes EhaE by holding the definition of

"good" vToman in suspension "Maria GosErey enables SEreEher to see those

qualiEies to which he might otherwise have been blind,,(yeazell 75).

certainly, Marie's dependence contrasts sharply r¿ith that of Maria

Gostrey who projects an image of independence and st.rengEh.

Another aspect of Marie's power which contrasEs wit.h Maria's is
evident in the degree of intensity shovrn in Ehe aÈtempt. to accomplish her

goal. Marie de Vionnet must convince Strether to represent her in the
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tug-of-war for chad againsE, Mrs. Newsome. she pleads her case with

Strether: "Tell her, fully and clearly, about us....(242), tell her f,ve

been good for him. Don'E you Lhink I have?"(244) Then she asks Strether

to help her. I'Jhen srrether agrees: "r'll save you if r can" (24Ð he

effectively shifts his embassy from Mrs. Newsome to Madame de Vionnet.

Maria's goals, on the other hand, are moEivated by a desire to help

him see his false posiEion, and to capt.ure him for herself. sharp

expresses the ultimate service thaL StreE,her can do for Maria: "namely

offer marriage" (Sharp I72). The contrast and similariEy is apparent in

the manner in which the trnro r,romen attempt Eo influence Strether. ÍJhile

Maria uses the power of her sex appeal and knowledge to help Strether

see, Marie uses the power of her sex appeal and her helplessness against

the persuasive embassy of Mrs. Ner¡some Eo gain strether's sympathy. she

has only tr¡o lreapons: her rove for chad and the evidence of chad's

refinement, to launch against. Mrs. Newsome's arsenal that. comprises

familial loyalty, por¡Ier and money. The stakes for Marie are high and she

uses all the diplomacy and intrigue she can Eo succeed. She is willing

Èo challenge even Maria's claim on strether Eo assure her victory.

Marie is also willing to use ambiguiLy to hide the reality of her

relationship with Chad. I^Ihen she asks Strether to tell Mrs. Newsome the

real truth "about us,,(242) she does not correct Stret.her,s apparent

misunderstanding of the pronoun "us". rn facE, she deliberately lies;

"Yes--little Jeanne and me. Tell her you like us,,(243). rt isn't untir
the scene aE Chad's dinner that. SEreÈher becomes arrare of possible

deception: "strether's Iittle start. at it.--was as mute as his or.¡n

comment"(257). Marie artfully deflects the unspoken recogniEion by
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Eurning the conversation to Maria Gostrey's departure, inferring more in

Strether's involvement v¡ith Maria than there is: "fE also left him mute--

sharp and fine though the imputation iE. conveyed. I,IhaE it conveyed r¿as

t.hat. he \¡ras Maria GosErey's happiness"(25g). The manipulation of

Strether's emotions continues as she turns again Eo the subject of Jeanne

as Chad's atEachment. The effect on Stret.her is an ar¡Tareness that she

is toying with him and produces a resent,ment of her implica¡ion EhaE he

should see the supposed sent.iment.s between Chad and Jeanne. úJhen she

senses his discomfort, Marie quickly reminds him of his promise to save

her. The intensity of her maneuvering reveals her despera¡ion. She

r¡anEs to gain St,ret.her's loyalty at al1 cost.

The appeal of Marie's beauty and refinement also plays an important

role in capLivat.ing E,he romantic man from l,IoolletE. He capitula¡es to

her charms: "he had under pressure from a particular percept.ion,

inconsisL.ently, quite stupidly, commiE.ted himself, and, with her subElety

sensitive on the spot E,o an advantage, she had driven in by a single word

a little golden nail, Ehe sharp intention of which he signally

felt"(260). That particular small golden nail is "driven a good inch

deeper"(285) after Chad's dinner when he commits himself to see her

È.hrough "because you can't in honour not see him"(285).

fn the final scene between SLreEher and Madame de Vionnet, after

the Cheval Blanc revelation, the full impact of this v/oman's power over

Strether is felt. Marie, like Maria Gostrey, confesses her inner

thought.s abouL herself : "Irlhat I hat.e is myself--when I think that one has

Eo take so much, to be happy, out of the rives of others, and one isn't

happy even then. one does i! to cheat one's self and stop one's mouEh--
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but that's only at Ehe best for a little. The r¡retched self is always

there, always making one somehow a fresh anxiety. tlhat it comes to is

t.hat it.'s not., that it's never, a happiness; any happiness aE alr, to

take. The only safe Ehing is to give. rt's whaÈ plays you least

false"(481). The effecL on SLrether is quite different from that r,¡hich

Maria produced by her confession about her faE,e in which: "stret,her could

only list.en and wonder and weigh his chance" (66). l,Jhereas Maria

produces r.ronder in strether, Marie evokes sympaEhy: "rnteresting,

touching, strikingly sincere as she leL these things come from her, she

yet puzzLed. and t.roubled him- - so f.ine qras the quaver of her

quietness....He felt what he had felt. before v¡ith her, that there was

always more behind whal she shov¡ed"(481). The passionate confession is

concruded byr"r rnranE. everyEhing. r've wanted you too"(4g5), and shogs

that, although she exerts tremendous por^rer over Strether, he astu¡ely

recognizes the limits of his infatuation r,¡hen he replies, "Ah, but. you've

had me!"(485). Strether is admitting E.he extent of her influence on him.

Perhaps St,rether's emotional involvement v¡ith Marie fulfills James's idea

that passion is "an inner fire of the imagination t.haE is fed more by

unsatisfied desire than by emotional fulfillment, more by hopelessness

than by hope"(Sicker 19). Certainly, Ehis definit,ion would now apply to

Marie de Vionnet in her passion for Chad. James's vier¡ of romantic love

is evidenE, in Strether's response E.o Marie as ,,a fine firm concenE.rated

heroine of an old sEory"(273) Sy relegaLing his love for Marie to that

of a courtly knight, Strether s¡rit.es his own romance.

The intensity of Marie's love for Chad is evident in her behaviour

when she weeps, "ås a maidservant crying for her young man"(483) and
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porErays vividly what James realized "was noL only Ehe most intense of

human experiences, but also E.he most complex; it involved. not simply

sexual desire, buL creation, self decep.Eion and self torture as v¡ell"

(sicker 19). The recognition of her passion for chad d.oes nor stop

SE.rether from admiring Marie aE. a disEance.

After suffering E,he emot.ional sErain of the revelations about the

Chad and Marie affair, SE,rether returns to Maria Gostrey. He recognizes

Ehat Ehe quality of his relationship with Maria "vras a cool barh to the

soreness produced by other relations"(488). He knows that Maria

underst.ands and is sympat.hetic: "she r¡ras in possession of things he

himself couldn'E have told; for the consciousness of them v¡as nov¡ all in

her face and accompanied there r.¡ith a shade of sadness t,hat marked in her

Ehe close of all uncertainties"(490). The need to reË.urn Eo the one

person r¡ho can understand him is a necessary prelude to the hero's

renunciation. The reE,urn to Maria, perhaps also, confirms EhaE they are

now ironically "beaten brothers in arms"(84). Although Sharp correcEly

sees that StreE.her's renunciation of Maria Gostrey occurs because their

relationship "lacks for him t.he ulLimate basis of love" (strarp I7g), r

believe it. is only part of the reason. Her conEention that ¡he hero's

action is based on a "calvinist sense of justice: success-reward; no

success--no reward"(179) cerLainly is present in the motif of moral

certiEude, buL misses the point as the reason for StreE.her's renunciation

at the end. As Yeazell tenLaÈively suggests, "we kno\¿ that. Strether is

deeply changed, but r¡re are told only what he will not do"(Yeazell 100).

rndeed, the question of strether's renunciation is subject Eo much

speculation by critics such as Blackmur,'lùaEt, sharp and others, but few
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seem to agree. This novel is concerned not only wiEh power and social

morality, but also v¡it.h love in all its complexities. For that reason

Strether's renunciation must be considered in light of the Èorality of

experience Ehat Eranscends social and moral expectations, and rises Eo

heights of the sublime. The Jamesian p'ropensity for court.ly love ("a

sort of Platonic idealísm found in ElizabeEhan sonnet sequences" IHolman

I27l), defines t,he sublime but painful experience, ç¡hich takes on the

appearance of an "essentially religious sent.iment"(sicker 19) in its

intensity. StreLher's romantic sentiment for Marie de Vionnet has had

its flights, but nor47 as he prepares to lay at rest "a ghost that certain

words would easily lay to rest" (4Bg) he can accept the lhought, "you've

been chucked, old boy. . . . rt would have sickened him to feel

vindictive"(489). Perhaps sErether can be "lucid and quiet" (489)

because he has experienced something to be treasured as a tribute to a

sublime inner ideal. Renunciation for SLrether is part of the tribuE.e

that, as sicker suggests, is a Eurning-away from "active life in Èhe

ouEer world" in favor of a "remembered ideal" (Sicker IZ5). For thaL

reason Strether must also renounce Maria GosE,rey, the proponent of the

active, outer life, "Eo be right"(512). tlhen Strether responds to

Maria's dericate probing about. his relaLionship with Marie, he replies,

"r've certainly so far done it. as lhat you needn'E. fear the effect, or

the appearance of coming betr¿een us. There's nothing between us nor¿ bu¡

what we ourselves have put, there, and not an inch of room for anything

else v¡hatever."(490). Marie has touched St.rether deeply, buE he renounces

her nor¿.

Furthermore, the hero's renunciation must be vier¡ed in the cont,ext.
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of thought cont,emporaneous r,¡ith the wriEing of the novel. The

significance of renouncing not one, but three import,ant and powerful

ltomen suggesEs a profound personal commitmenE to an inner ideal in the

hero. SErether's resigned turning away can be compared to Ehal of the

Knight of Infinite ResignaLion found in Soren Kierkegaard's Fear and

Trembling. It seems Ehat S.K. receives a rude shock "on his reE,urn Eo

copenhagen, for he found Ihis love] Regina engaged to schlegel. This

result, which r^ras right in line with his intention of 'getEing her

underway for marriage wit.h another', v/as received by s.K. at the time

with mixed emotions, but he later described iE as a 'thunderstorm' which

cleared the atmosphere"(Bretall 117). The striking similarity to the

Strether/Marie situation is interesEing. The similarity of SErether to

the Knight of Infinite Resignation, in whom artistic universality is a

meeting of what is most individual with what is most universal, coincides

$rith the subjectivity and inEensity found in Strether's renunciation.

Strether and Ehe Knight of Infinire Resignation both exhibit the

characEerist.ics of the "ancient Stoic or the modern RomanE.ic hero who

renounces everyÈhing; r.rith no hope of ever geEting it back; he Ithey]

forswearIs] the finite and live constanE,ly in the infiniLe"(Bretall

117). The goal, in the gesture of resignation, is Eo maintain the image

of the idealized lover Ì^rho never changes. This kind of romantic

sublimity would appeal to James; he also lived r¡ith the infinite image

of his beloved Minny Temple. StreE.her's renunciaE.ion is similar: he

turns away from Mrs. Ner¿some's materialistic power, from Maria Gostrey's

promise of the 'active, outer life' and from Marie de vionneE, the

beautiful buE. unatt.ainable heroine of an old story. rn his gesture of
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renunciation sLrether seems resigned to a life alone with his memories,

because he has, in a sense, "lived,'
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